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Initiative for Moral and Cultural Training Foundation

Nutshell

Initiative for Moral and Cultural Training Foundation offers cultural 
knowledge and protection to young boys and girls who often drift from 
the firm roots of the ancient Indian culture due to the constant exposure 
towards the degenerative aspects of West-centric lifestyle.

IMCTF networks the educational institutions and encourages all 
volunteering institutions, teachers, parents and students to rediscover 
the potential of our ancient value system to counter and manage the 
ill-effects of the unprecedented changes in the field of education.

The IMCTF has re-designed the Ancient Indian Cultural symbols and 
practices to make them suit contemporary minds and has connected 
them to the present-day education. It has achieved the alignment 
between contemporary education and traditional cultural values. 

 By developing a module to train the Young Minds to
1. Respect the Nature
2. Venerate the Ecology 
3. Regard the Environment
4. Venerate Parents, Teachers and Elders
5. Honour the Girls and Women 
6. Revere the Motherland

 By building a Positive Ecosystem in Educational Institutions and 
neighbor hood 

 By countering the Ill-Effects of West-centric Modernity and 

 By subconsciously molding the Young minds to Build  
1. Personal Virtue 
2. Institutional Character 
3. Family  Orientation 
4. Social harmony 
5. National pride 
6. Global outlook 
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The IMCTF module, which focuses on imparting the six high values to 
young India in schools, rests on three pillars, namely

l One, voluntary participation in the Samskarams;
l Two, Symbolism - Symbols that represent the Themes
l Three, Samskarams to build Reverence

To enable them to contribute in solving the environmental, human, 
social and cultural problems of the world and make them confident to 
lead India in the 21st century as a Global Power 

To achieve its objectives IMCTF has designed a unique simple training 
module of Thematic Samskarams for the young to voluntarily acquire 
the virtue of Respect and Reverence for nature, elders, parents, women 
and nation, that the modern world undermines but which is necessary 
to build Individual character to build in turn Families, Societies and the 
Nation 

The Basic motto of IMCTF is “Value building is Nation Building”

To comprehend the Indian Philosophy through six themes:-
The first three of them mentioned in the table given below, define 
human relations with nature, and the next three deals with human 
relations with fellow beings.

Isavasya Upanishad links human with humans; humans with nature 
and explains that humans can exist only if others exist, like forest and 
wildlife; all plant and animal kingdoms; environment; Family, Elders and 
Teachers; Women and finally Our Nation.

Scientific Evidence supports the Traditional scriptures 
The Team also found that contemporary scientific literature on forest 
conservation, ecology and environment celebrates the ancient 
civilisational model of revering and living with and protecting nature. 
The contemporary scientific literature also testifies to the fact that by 
discarding and destroying ancient cultural values of ancient civilizations, 
the contemporary world has actually created an anthropocentric 
environmental system in the place of an eco-centric philosophy, lifestyle 
and habits. Scientific evidence supports the IMCTF modules. 
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The Triangle — of Samskarams, symbols and themes 
The Triangle of 
S a m s k a r a m s , 
Symbols and 
Themes are mutually 
i n t e r - c o n n e c t e d , 
interrelated, inter-
dependent and 
integrated. The values 
[themes] symbols and 
samskarams are inter-
connected as their 
cumulative impact is 
to emotionally connect 

the practitioner with the themes and imparts the value that is essential 
to handle the contemporary challenges.  

The Triangle — Ancient and at once contemporary
The Triangle of themes symbols and samskarams are as ancient as the 
human society and as modern as the management tools to handle the 
contemporary challenges. This makes the ancient compatible with the 
contemporary and the contemporary to respect the ancient. This is the 
best way to make the contemporary Indian mind comfortable with the 
ancient and to make it contribute to the world. 

Design of training modules — the IMCTF Grid
The IMCTF design of the training modules explained in the grid are 
founded on the triangle of Themes [Values],  Symbols [which recall 
the Themes], Samskarams (which connect the mind and soul of the 
practitioners to Themes) and Symbolism (to imbibe reverence and 
respect for the Themes). 

The Team designed a training module which was a convergence of 
themes, symbols, samskarams and symbolisms connecting the 
contemporary lifestyle with the ancient traditions. The contemporary 
challenges manifest in the themes that are linked to the traditional 
samskarams through the symbols which mentally reflect and recall 
the values. The IMCTF Grid connect the four themes, symbols, 
samskarams and symbolisms that link the contemporary challenges to 
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the ancient traditions.  

The Six Modules of IMCTF themes, symbols, samskarams [Training] 
and symbolisms are explained in the below table:

Theme Symbol Samskaram Symbolism
Conserve 
Forest and 
Protect 
Wildlife 

Tree and 
Snake 

Vriksha Vandanam 
and Naaga 
Vandanam

Reverence 
for Trees and 
Wildlife 

Preserve 
Ecology

Elephant 
Cow and 
Tulasi

Gaja Vandanam 
Go Vandanam 
TulasiVandanam

Reverence for all 
Animal Kingdom 
and Plant 
Kingdom

Sustain 
Environment

Mother Earth 
and 
Water-bodies

Bhoomi Vandanam 
 
Ganga Vandanam

Reverence for 
Mother Earth, 
Reverence for  
Water-bodies

Inculcate 
Family and 
Human 
Values

Parents  
 
Elders and 
Teachers

Maatru-Pitru 
Vandanam 
Aditi Vandanam 
Aachaarya 
Vandanam

Reverence for 
Parents 
Elders and 
Teachers

Foster 
Women’s 
Honour

Girl Children 
and 
Womanhood

Kanya Vandanam 
 
Suvaasini 
Vandanam

Respect for 
Girl Children and 
Reverence for 
Womanhood

Instill 
Patriotism 

Motherland 
and 
Param Vir 
Chakra 
Awardees

Bhaaratmaata 
Vandanam 
Paramvir 
Vandanam

Reverence for 
Nation and 
National War 
Heroes

This formulation was designed after considerable discussions with 
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philosophers, spiritualists, intellectuals, and the diverse stake holders 
in the field of education. 

Voluntary participation by the students the very core of IMCTF 
module

The very essence of the module is the voluntary participation of the 
students without any kind of pressure for which the co-operation of 
the educational institutions, teachers, parents and the general society 
which includes the communities, media and also government in the 
sense that it should not impede the training.  

Voluntary participation which is triggered by the literature of the IMCTF 
alone makes the student to understand the meaning of the samskarams 
and develop emotional and spiritual reverence for the themes through 
the symbols.

Samskaram — an act of making perfect preparation

“Samskaram” is an ancient Indian method to impart and imbibe values 
“for perfection of one’s life and Character” through phycological imprints 
or impressions that shape a person’s moral, intellectual and emotional 
character.

It manifests in thought and action by regular and repeated practice 
subsequently influences the conduct, penetrates the sub-conscious 
and shapes one’s conduct and life.

IMCTF emphasises on your Voluntary participation in Samskarams. 
IMCTF never advocates its samskarams to be turned into the usual 
school ritual, because the Samskaram loses all its value in imparting 
propensity and potential to achieve its fullest glory.

Rajalakshmi.R, 
Managing Trustee
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Competition for School Students

Like in previous year’s, the Thematic competitions would be an 
innovative unique one because it connects high values to our Daily 
life by unfolding the Themes through Samskarams and Symbols. 
The competitions are based on the six themes mentioned earlier and 
substantiated with scientific reasons of each classification. The sources 
from which the materials have been extracted are also given in the 
relevant context.

General Instructions for the competitors: 
IMCTF believes more in participation besides excellence.

I. Registration
1. Entry forms should be sent to the organizing institution on or before 

_____________ and ensure that the initial spelling of the names, 
class of the participant are correct.

2. Once the names are registered, changes will not be entertained.

3. A student is allowed to participate only in one competition other 
than Thematic Samskaram competition.

4. Participants should bring bonafide certificate from their respective 
schools.

5. Schools can have photo copies of the entry form as per their 
requirement.

6. The filled in form for the participation in competition should be sent 
to _______________

II. Attire
1. Students to avoid their school uniforms during the competitions.

2. Students must have their ID Cards on them while participation in 
their competition.

3. Students participating from 1st standard to 6th standard are 
expected to come wearing appropriate dress relating to the themes 
for oratorical / Skit / competitions.

4. All competitors other than Participants of the above mentioned 
competitions may be dressed in traditional dress of Tamil Nadu 
during competition and Prize Distribution.
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III. Participation
1. A student is allowed to participate in thematic samskaram that is 

designated for the class of the student as well as any one of the 
other competition.

2. Participants to stay at the venue back till the end of the competition 
and the Prize distribution.

IV. Levels
1. Quarter finals may be conducted before ________________.

2. Semifinals may be conducted before ________________.

3. Final round of competitions will be conducted at the Hindu Spiritual 
and Service Fair 20___.

4. The Winners of each level will be awarded after the announcement 
of results.

5. The final winners will be awarded with the Medals, Certificates and 
Prize money.

V. Programs
1. The Final level Winners will give the public performance of their 

competition before prize distribution ceremony on the same day.

2. The school which secures highest points through prize winners or 
participants will be awarded with an overall championship rolling 
shield.

3. Parents and teachers accompanying the participant may remain at 
the venue till the prize distribution.

VI. General
1. Decision of the Judges will be final.

2. Teachers/ Parents may accompany students of 1st standard to 6th 
standard for security reason.

3. Teachers may accompany students of 7th standard to 12th 
standard for security reason.
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4. Participants should bring the necessary material needed for the 
competition.

5. Breakfast/Lunch/ Snacks will be provided for the participating 
students in the final level at the Fair Venue.

6. An All India Quiz in English is proposed for Middle school and 
High school students

7. Request all schools to plan a visit to Attari Border (Punjab-
Pakistan Border) or Nathu La pass (Sikkim-West Bengal) or 
any other Indian borders where the students can experience 
the Indian armed services activities in person.

The Participants have to refer the rules 
for the respective competitions

Competition Rules

For Group, number of participants is mentioned within the bracket.

For Individuals the minimum number of participants is 3 per competition.

Devotional (Tamil, Hindi and Sanskrit)
 For Bhajan electronic instruments are not allowed.

Art & Craft:
 Participants should bring the materials required for 

competitions including Traditional Culinary.

Culture & Fine Arts
 Participants should bring the materials required for competition 

on their own.

 Participants who are performing dance have to bring the 
performance song in a CD/Pen drive

 Keyboard can be used in a independent competition. It can't 
be accompany any group competition.

 Percussion Instruments can be in any Thala.
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Personality Development (Tamil, Hindi and Sanskrit)
 For group song electronic instruments are not allowed

Indian Native Games:
 Participants should bring the materials required for competition.

 The participants should be thoroughly checked by the 
Instructor before the competitions.

 Competitions should be conducted based on the rules 
mentioned in the respective competition book.

Thematic Samskaram:
 Participants should perform vandanams for all symbols in the 

given theme.

 Participants should perform the thematic samskaram with the 
students from combined classes as mentioned.

 Dress Code should be followed.

 Students should take part in the competitions Voluntarily.

 1. concept description by students : 5 Minutes

 2. A Small Skit of Thematic Samskaram : 5-10 Minutes

 3. Themes/Samskarams/Symbols (Option) : 5 Minutes

 4. Symbolic Samskaram Duration : 5 Minutes

Song relevant to Thematic Samskarams may be played few minutes 
ahead of the commencement of the programme, during the performance 
of Thematic Samskaram and 5 minutes after the programme (Avoid 
Songs / Tunes from Cinemas).

For further information refer :
i) Respective Thematic Samskaram Book
ii) www.imctf.org
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CLASS - LKG

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Action Dance 7 5-7 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 
Development

3 Folk Dance 7 7-9 Culture &Fine 
Arts

4 Identifying 
the PVC 
Awardees 
from Picture 
Choice 

7 1 Art &Craft

5 Patriotic 
Songs in 
Regional 
language 

3 7-11 Culture &Fine 
Arts

6 Story of PVC 
Awardee 

5 1 P e r s o n a l i t y 
Development

7 Nadai Vandi 
Ottam

5 Individual Games

8 Train game 10 8 Games
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1. Action Dance
For any patriotic song or music (In regional or state performing Art 
Form. Eg: Tamilnadu - Bharathanatyam, Kerala - Mohiniattam)

2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

3. Folk Dance
For any patriotic Folk Song

4. Identifying the PVC Awardees from Picture Choice
Students should place the numbers on PVC Awardee picture

5. Patriotic Song in Regional Language
xspgilj;j fz;zpdha; th th th 
cWjpnfhz;l neQ;rpdha; th th th 
fspgilj;j nkhopapdha; th th th 
fLik nfhz;l Njhspdha; th th th 
njspik ngw;w kjpapdha; th th th 
rpWik fz;L nghq;Ftha; th th th 
vspikfz; buq;Ftha; th th th 
VWNghy; eilapdha; th th th 
,isaghu jj;jpdha; th th th 
vjpupyh gyj;jpdha; th th th 
xspapoe;j ehl;bNy-epd;NwWk; 
cja QhapuNwhg;g th th th 
fisapoe;j ehl;bNy - Kd;NghNy 
fiyrpwf;f te;jid 
tpisAkhz;G ahitAk; - ghHj;jd; Nghy; 
tpopapdhy; tpsf;Ftha; th th th

6. Story of PVC Awardee
1. Major Somnath Sharma - first recipient of Param Vir Chakra
Name, DOB, Place - Major Somnath Sharma, 31 January 1923, Dadh, 
Himachal Pradesh
Family history in one sentence - He hails from a family of Army 
personals.
Wars Participated - World War II 1947, Arkan Campaign 1942 – 1943, 
Indo-Pakistan 1947, Battle of Badgam 1947
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2. Naik Jadunath Singh
Name, DOB, Place - Naik jadunath singh, 21 November 1916, Khajuri, 
Shahjahanpur, Uttar Pradesh

Family history in one sentence - He belongs to farming family

Education - Fourth standard in a local school in his village

Details of joining the Army Wing with Year - He was enrolled in the 7th 
Battalion Rajput Regiment on on 21 November 1941.

7. Nadai Vandi Ottam
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys
No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 5 years

Materials Required:
Ø Nadai Vandi
Ø Chalk or powder to marking the lines.

Scientific Reason:

Nadai vandi is used by babies when they start walking in Indian tradition. 
Mostly this is substituted by walkers. This competition Nadai vandi 
ottam is to bring back our traditional way of walking. That is necessary 
for a healthy bones spine and legs. By standing erect while holding 
Nadai vandi and pressing their feet blood circulation from feet to head 
enhances the brain development the child learns to calculate its steps 
and build self confidence in the open air. Few ill effects of walker are 
referred in the website given bellow.
http://consults.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/22/the-dangers-of-baby-
walkers/?_r=0
Parents should know that walker use typically delays motor development
– and that it delays mental development even more. Beyond
this, walker use is dangerous.
http://www.dynamicchiropractic.com/mpacms/dc/article.php?id=40186
http://www.babycentre.co.uk/x554838/
should-i-buy-my-baby-a-baby-walker
http://hipdysplasia.org/developmental-dysplasia-of-the-hip/prevention/
baby-carriers-seats-and-other-equipment/
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8. Train Game
No. of player : Minimum 4 Age Group : 5 years
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the team work, coordination and concentration
skills among the children.

Goal:
Reach the starting point collecting all the team members as per the
rules.

How to play:
1. This is a team game.
2. Each team will have 4 members minimum
3. Starting point is drawn. Circles will be drawn in an equal distance 

as per the number of team members.
4. From the starting point a team member will stay in each circles.
5. The first team member (engine) will start from the starting point 

and the second team mate (bogie) will join him holding the waist.
6. Likewise all the members will join and make a train and have to 

reach the starting point without breaking the train.
7. The winners will be the team who reach first to the starting point as 

per the conditions.

Rules to play:
Ø If any team break the train, then they will be disqualified.

Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder for marking

« « «
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CLASS - UKG

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1  Action Dance 7 5-7 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 
Development

3 Folk Dance 7 7-9 Culture &Fine 
Arts

4 Identifying 
the PVC 
Awardees 
from Picture 
Choice—
Name the 
Awardee and 
his Regiment 

7 1 Art &Craft

5 Patriotic 
Songs in 
Regional 
language 

3 7-11 Culture &Fine 
Arts

6 Story of any 
one PVC 
Awardee 

5 1 Personality 
Development

7 Nadai Vandi 
Ottam

5 Individual Games

8 Train game 10 8 Games
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1. Action Dance 
For any patriotic song or music (In regional or state performing Art 
Form. Eg: Tamilnadu - Bharathanatyam, Kerala - Mohiniattam)

2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

3. Folk Dance
For any patriotic Folk Song

4. Identifying the PVC Awardees from Picture Choice
Students should place the numbers on PVC Awardee picture

5. Patriotic Songs in Regional Language
[ajp [ajp ghuj khjh Gj fPjh 
dpfpykjh tddpujh dj[d R`pjh [ajp ([ajp)

ruzk;-1

rfy [Pt rkl rhJ rhJ tpblh 
mfpy Nyhf g;upjpjh gukhdd;l rKbjh ([ajp)

ruzk;-2

mfepj Fe \Pyh mjp lahy ghyh 
g;ufbj r;`{g [hyh gjpj g;uhe Nyhyh ([ajp)

ruzk;-3

ge;bj gup g+[pjh ghg ]d;ftp tH[pjh 
fe;bj fy Nfr;b`pjh mfe;j Nl\ Ntr;jpjh ([ajp)

6. Story of PVC Awardee
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

a) Major Rama Raghoba Rane
Name, DOB, Place - Major Rama Raghoba Rane, 26 June 1918, 
Chendia, Karwar District, Mumbai.
Family history in one sentence - His family belonging to Maratha 
Community & his father father was Police.
Details of joining the Army Wing with Year - He was enrolled in the 
Bombay Engineer Regiment, on 10 July 1940.
War cry - Sarvatra (Everywhere)
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b) Company Havildar Major Piru Singh
Name, DOB, Place - Company Havildar Major Piru Singh, 20 May 
1918, Rampura Village, Rajasthan
Family history in one sentence – He belongs to shekawat (Rajput)  
family
Details of joining the Army Wing with Year - Piru Singh Shekhawat was 
enrolled in the 10th Battalion of the 1st Punjab Regiment on 20 May 
1936  and  transferred to the 6th Battalion of the Rajputana Rifles.
War cry - Raja Ramchandra Ki Ja 

7. Nadai Vandi Ottam
No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 5 years
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys

Materials Required:
Ø Nadai Vandi
Ø Chalk or powder to marking the lines.

Scientific Reason:

Nadai vandi is used by babies when they start walking in Indian tradition. 
Mostly this is substituted by walkers. This competition Nadai vandi 
ottam is to bring back our traditional way of walking. That is necessary 
for a healthy bones spine and legs. By standing erect while holding 
Nadai vandi and pressing their feet blood circulation from feet to head 
enhances the brain development the child learns to calculate its steps 
and build self confidence in the open air. Few ill effects of walker are 
referred in the website given bellow.

http://consults.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/22/the-dangers-of-baby-
walkers/?_r=0Parents should know that walker use typically delays 
motor development – and that it delays mental development even 
more. Beyond this, walker use is dangerous.

http://www.dynamicchiropractic.com/mpacms/dc/article.php?id=40186

http://www.babycentre.co.uk/x554838/should-i-buy-my-baby-a-baby-
walker

http://hipdysplasia.org/developmental-dysplasia-of-the-hip/prevention/
baby-carriers-seats-and-other-equipment/
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8. Train Game
No. of player : Minimum 4 Age Group : 5 years
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the team work, coordination and concentration 
skills among the children.

Goal:
Reach the starting point collecting all the team members as per the 
rules.

How to play:
1. This is a team game.
2. Each team will have 4 members minimum
3. Starting point is drawn. Circles will be drawn in an equal distance 

as per the number of team members.
4. From the starting point a team member will stay in each circles.
5. The first team member (engine) will start from the starting point 

and the second team mate (bogie) will join him holding the waist.
6. Likewise all the members will join and make a train and have to 

reach the starting point without breaking the train.
7. The winners will be the team who reach first to the starting point as 

per the conditions.

Rules to play:
Ø If any team break the train, then they will be disqualified.

Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder for marking

« « «
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CLASS - 1

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Action Dance 7 5-7 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 
Development

3 Folk Dance 7 7-11 Culture &Fine 
Arts

4 Identifying 
the PVC 
Awardees—
When did he 
get PVC? Who 
received? 
What is the 
War Cry of his 
Regiment?

3 1 Art &craft

5 Patriotic 
Songs in 
Regional 
language 
Bharathyiar 
Padalgal

3 7-11 Culture &Fine 
Arts

6 Story of any 
one PVC 
Awardee

5 1 Personality 
Development

7 Nadai Vandi 
Ottam

5 Individual Games

8 Train game 10 8 Games
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1. Action Dance
For any patriotic song or music (In regional or state performing Art 
Form. Eg: Tamilnadu- Bharathanatyam, Kerala- Mohiniattam)

2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

3. Folk Dance
For any patriotic Folk Song

4. Identifying the PVC Awardees –
When did he get PVC? What is the War Cry of his regiment?

5. Patriotic Song in Regional language
xspgilj;j fz;zpdha; th th th  
cWjpnfhz;l neQ;rpdha; th th th 

fspgilj;j nkhopapdha;  th th th  
fLik nfhz;l Njhspdha; th th th 

njspik ngw;w kjpapdha;  th th th  
rpWik fz;L nghq;Ftha; th th th 

vspikfz; buq;Ftha; th th th  
VWNghy; eilapdha; th th th

,isaghu jj;jpdha; th th th  
vjpupyh tyj;jpdha; th th th 

xspapoe;j ehl;bNy-epd;NwWk;  
cja QhapuNwhg;g  th th th 

fisapoe;j ehl;bNy-Kd;NghNy  
fiyrpwf;f te;jid 

tpisAkhz;G ahitAk; -ghHj;jd; Nghy;  
tpopapdhy; tpsf;Ftha; th th th
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7. Nadai Vandi Ottam

No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 5 years

Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys

Materials Required:

Ø Nadai Vandi

Ø Chalk or powder to marking the lines.

Scientific Reason:

Nadai vandi is used by babies when they start walking in Indian tradition. 
Mostly this is substituted by walkers. This competition Nadai vandi 
ottam is to bring back our traditional way of walking. That is necessary 
for a healthy bones spine and legs. By standing erect while holding 
Nadai vandi and pressing their feet blood circulation from feet to head 
enhances the brain development the child learns to calculate its steps 
and build self confidence in the open air. Few ill effects of walker are 
referred in the website given bellow.

http://consults.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/22/the-dangers-of-baby-
walkers/?_r=0

Parents should know that walker use typically delays motor development 
– and that it delays mental development even more. Beyond this, walker 
use is dangerous.

http://www.dynamicchiropractic.com/mpacms/dc/article.php?id=40186

http://www.babycentre.co.uk/x554838/should-i-buy-my-baby-a-baby-
walker

http://hipdysplasia.org/developmental-dysplasia-of-the-hip/prevention/
baby-carriers-seats-and-other-equipment/
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8. Train Game
No. of player : Minimum 4 Age Group : 5 years
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the team work, coordination and concentration 
skills among the children.

Goal:
Reach the starting point collecting all the team members as per the 
rules.

How to play:
1. This is a team game.
2. Each team will have 4 members minimum
3. Starting point is drawn. Circles will be drawn in an equal distance 

as per the number of team members.
4. From the starting point a team member will stay in each circles.
5. The first team member (engine) will start from the starting point 

and the second team mate (bogie) will join him holding the waist.
6. Likewise all the members will join and make a train and have to 

reach the starting point without breaking the train.
7. The winners will be the team who reach first to the starting point as 

per the conditions.

Rules to play:
Ø If any team break the train, then they will be disqualified.

Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder for marking

« « «
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CLASS - 2

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Dance 7 5-7 Culture and Arts
2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 

Development

3 Identifying 
the PVC 
Awardees—
His Regiment? 
When he 
Received? 
Which 
War? How 
he fought? 
(Individual)

3 1 Personality 
Development

4 Painting 
and Naming 
the PVC 
Awardees with 
2 liner Quote 

7 1 Art &craft

5 Patriotic 
Songs in 
Regional 
language 

7 7-9 Culture and Arts 

6 Poem 
Recitation 
Bharathyiar 
Padalgal

5 1 Devotion – Tamil

7 Story of any 
one PVC 
Awardee

5 1 Personality 
Development

8 Kappal 
Viduthal

5 1 Games

9 Lemon & 
Spoon

5 Individual Games
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1. Dance
For any patriotic song or music (In regional or state performing Art 
Form. Eg: Tamilnadu- Bharathanatyam, Kerala- Mohiniattam)

2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

3. Identifying the PVC Awardees
– His regiment? When he received? Which War? How he fought?

4. Painting and Naming the PVC Awardee with 2 liner quote

5. Patriotic Song in Regional language
ghuj rKjhak; tho;fNt - tho;f tho;f 
ghuj rKjhak; tho;fNt - [a [a [a [a [a [a 
ghuj rKjhak; tho;fNt 
Kg;gJ Nfhb [dq;fspd; rq;fk; 
KOikf;Fk; nghJ cilikƒ 
xg;gp yhj rKjhak; 
cyfj;Jf; nfhUGJik - tho;f‚ 
(ghuj rKjhak; tho;fNt [a [a ...)

ruzq;fs;

kdpj Uzit kdpjH gwpf;Fk; 
tof;f kpdpAz;Nlh? 
kdpjH Nehf kdpjH ghHf;Fk; 
tho;f;if apdpAz;Nlh? (Gydpy; 
tho;f;if apdpAz;Nlh? - ehkpoe;j 
tho;f;if apdpAz;Nlh?)

,dpa nghopy;fs; neba tay;fs; 
vz;zUk; ngUehL - 
fdpAq; fpoq;Fe; jhdpaq;fSk; 
fzf;fpd;wpj;jU ehL - (,J 
fzf;fpd;wpj; jU ehL - epj;j epj;jk; 
fzf;fpd;wp jU ehL) 
kdpj Uzit kdpjH gwpf;Fk; 
tof;f kpdpAz;Nlh? ....
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,dpnahU tpjp nra;Nthk; - mij 
ve;j ehSq; fhg;Nghk; 
jdp nahUtDf; Fztpy;iy vdpy; 
[fj;jpid mopj; jpLNthk; (tho;f‚ ghuj rKjhak; tho;fNt‚) 
([a [a ...)

6. Poem recitation Bharathiyar Padalgal
7. Story of any one Param Vir Chakra Awardee
a) Lieutenant Colonel Dhan Singh Thapa
Name, DOB, Place - Lieutenant Colonel Dhan Singh Thapa, 10 April 
1928, Shimla, Himachal Pradesh
Family history in one sentence - He belongs to Nepalese family
Education – He was a keen sportsman too and especially excelled in 
football.
Details of joining the Army Wing with Year - He was commissioned into 
1/8 Gorkha Rifles on 28 August 1949.
b) Subedar Joginder Singh
Name, DOB, Place - Subedar Joginder Singh, 26 September 1921, 
Mahla kalan, Moga district, Punjab
Family history in one sentence - He belongs to Singh family
Details of joining the Army Wing with Year - Subedar Joginder Singh 
was enrolled in the 1st battalion of the Sikh Regiment on 1936
War cry - Jo bole So Nihal, sat sri akal

8. Kappal Viduthal
Type of the Game : Outdoor  Category : Boys / Girls
No. of player : Minimum 5 Age Group : 6 years

Materials Required:
Ø A rectangular Paper
Ø A bowl with water

Scientific Reason:
It improves hand and brain co- ordination and also increases creative 
skill.

Goal:
Make a paper ship and make it to float in the water.
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How to play:
1. The player has to make a paper ship And make it float on the water.

How to make a paper Ship:

1. Take a rectangular piece of paper.

2. Fold it lengthwise, then fold it breadth wise to mark the centre line.

3. Again fold it to breadth wise to mark the centre line.

4. Fold the top right corner down, so the top edge lines with the centre 
line.

5. Again fold in the same way on the left side.

6. Now get a triangular shape with a strip below.

7. Fold the bottom edge upwards.

8. Now the shape will be a square.

9. Fold the corners in the opposite direction to get a triangle.

10. Now insert the finger in the space at the centre. Drag the triangle 
to get a shape of a ship.

11. After doing a ship, make it to sail in water.

Rules to play:
Ø The player have to make the Ship with the materials given and can’t 
use a boat which already taken from home.

9. Lemon & Spoon
Type of the Game: Outdoor  Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 4 Age Group: 6 years

Scientific Reason:
This is a race game which enhances the children to balance and co-
ordination skills.

Materials Required:
Ø One Lemon and one spoon for each players
Ø Chalk or powder to mark the starting and finishing points
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Scientific Reason:
This is a race game which enhances the children to balance and co-
ordination skills.

Goal:
Hold a spoon in mouth with a lemon on the spoon and run/walk the 
distance between the start and finish line.

How to play:
1. The game can be played by 4 or more players. It’s an individual 
race game.
2. The starting and finishing point will be drawn in the ground.
3. Players should stand in the starting line by holding the lemon in the 
spoon in their mouths.
4. Players should start walking from the starting line when they hear 
the whistle sound
5. Players should walk without letting the lemon down.
6. The one who reaches the ending line first is the winner.

Rules to play:
Ø The Players should use the lemons and spoons given by organizers.
Ø Spoon may not be bent or altered in any way.
Ø The players should hold the spoon in your mouth throughout the 
race.
Ø Hands may not be used to adjust the spoon once the race starts.
Ø If the lemon falls off the spoon that player will be eliminated.
Ø Lemon cannot be altered in any way so as to make it sit right on the 
spoon.

« « «
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CLASS - 3

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Dance 7 5-7 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 
Development

3 Painting 
and Naming 
the PVC 
Awardees with 
explaining the 
war waged 
by him –when 
and where  

3 1 Art&Crafts

4 PVC 
Awardees 
Vandana with 
Citation 

30 -30 Personality 
Development

5 Quiz  PVC 
Awardees

15 3 Quiz

6 Skit (English, 
Hindi, 
Sanskrit, 
Tamil)

5 1 Personality 
Development

7 Param Vir 
Recipients

10 5-9 Personality 
Development

8 Story Telling 
of any one 
PVC Awardee 
Poem 
Recitation 

5 1 Personality 
Development

9 Pachai 
Kuthirai 
Thanduthal

5 Individual Games

10 Sakku Ottam 5 Individual Games
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1. Dance
For any patriotic song or music (In regional or state performing Art 
Form. Eg: Tamilnadu- Bharathanatyam, Kerala- Mohiniattam)

2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech

3. Painting and Naming the PVC Awardee with explaining 
the war waged by him – when and where

4. PVC Awardee Vandana with Citation

5. Quiz PVC Awardees

6. Skit (English, Hindi, Sanskrit Tamil) Param Vir Recipients

7. Param Vir Recipients
8. Story telling of any one PVC Awardee
Naib Subedar Bana Singh

Naib Subedar Bana Singh of Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry got the 
Param Vir Chakra in 1988. He volunteered to be a member of a task 
force to clear an intrusion in the Siachen Glacier area at an altitude of 
21,000 feet. Moving from trench to trench and lobbing hand grenades, 
he cleared the post of all intruders. Major Ramaswamy Parameswaran 
(top right) of Mahar Regiment got the honour in 1988. While returning 
from a search operation in Sri Lanka, his column was ambushed by 
a group of militants. He encircled the militants from the rear and took 
them by surprise. Even after being shot in the chest, he continued to 
guide his men till he breathed his last
Lieutenant Manoj Kumar Pandey

Lieutenant Manoj Kumar Pandey of Gorkha Rifles got the Param Vir 
Chakra (posthumous) in 1999. He was a part of series of attacks during 
Operation Vijay, forcing back the intruders with heavy losses. Rifleman 
Sanjay Kumar (top right) of 13 Jammu and Kashmir Rifles got the 
honour the same year. During an operation to capture a point in the 
Mushkoh Valley, he indulged in hand to hand combat and even chased 
the enemy, using their machine gun and killed many of them even as 
they fled.
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9. Pachai kuthirai thanduthal
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys
No. of player: Minimum 2 Age Group: 7 years

Scientific Reason:
This game helps the players to jump over high walls and other obstacles 
they face.

Materials Required:
Ø A Chalk or powder to draw a straight line in the ground.

Goal:
The goal of the game is to jump over all the players without fail.

How to play:

1. The game can be played by two or more players.

2. Draw a straight line in the ground.

3. The players gather in the ground and stand in a straight line leaving 
3 to 4 feet gap between each other and bend, the position after 
they bend will look like a horse.

4. The person standing at the end of the line should run and keep his 
hand on the back of the person bending in front of him and jump 
over him, he should jump over all the players (who are in different 
posture to make different heights) as we do in hurdles.

5. Once he reaches the last player, he bends and the other person 
last in the line will start jumping over others and bends once he 
reaches the end. This continues until all players’ jumps over others.

Rules to play:
Ø If any player failed to jump over any one then he will be expelled from 
the game; and the rest players will continue the game.

Reference:
http://www.traditionalgames.in/home/outdoor-games/pacha-kudhura-
pacca-kutirai
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10. Saakku Ottam
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 4 Age Group : 7 years

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances balancing skills of the child and also a good 
exercise for the muscles.

Materials Required:
Ø Sack for each player
Ø A chalk or powder to mark the starting and finishing lines.

Goal:
The goal of the game is to place both of their legs inside a sack and 
jump forward from starting point toward a finish line.

How to play:
1. This is an individual racing game.
2. One starting line and a finishing line will be drawn in the ground.
3. All the players will be starting the race from the starting line on the 
count of 3.
4. Participants place both of their legs inside a sack that reaches their 
waist or neck and jump forward from a starting point toward a finish line.
5. The first person to cross the finish line is the winner of the race.

Rules to play:
Ø There can’t be any holes in the sack which is used for the race
Ø Participants will run with the sack, put both feet in and begin hopping 
toward the finish line
Ø Contestants must keep both feet in sack and at least one hand on 
the sack at all time
Ø The sack must remain as close to the waist as possible and should 
not fall below the knees.
Ø If anyone fall down or taken the legs out of the sack then they will be 
out of the race.

« « «
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CLASS - 4

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drawing and 
Painting 

20 1 Art&Crafts

2 Fancy Dress 3 1 Personality 
Development

3 Poem 
Recitation To 
India

5 1 Personality 
Development

4 PVC 
Awardees 
Vandana with 
Citation 

30 25-30 Personality 
Development

5 Quiz PVC 
Awardees  

15 3 Quiz

6 Rangoli 20 5-9 Art&Crafts
7 Skit of any 

one PVC 
Awardee 
Poem 
Recitation 
(English, 
Hindi, 
Sanskrit, 
Tamil)

15 9-11 Personality 
Development

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Fill the bottle 5 Individual Games
10 Mukkaal 

oottam
5 8 Games
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1. Drawing / Painting
To paint pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any national 
symbols using coffee painting.

Materials required:
Instant Coffee Powder, Square Canvas Board and Brush.

Scientific reason:
• Acts as a Therapy
• Art Appreciation
• Promotes Our Culture
• Concentration and Healing
• Controls the brain activity
• Self Esteem
• Mobility
• Helps to communicate our ideas
• Helps to balance the mental health
• Enhances the Emotional Intelligence
2. Fancy Dress
21 Param Vir Awardee dress with speech
3. Poem Recitation
To India - Sarojini Naidu
O YOUNG through all thy immemorial years! 
Rise, Mother, rise, regenerate from thy gloom, 
And, like a bride high-mated with the spheres, 
Beget new glories from thine ageless womb! 
The nations that in fettered darkness weep 
Crave thee to lead them where great mornings break .... 
Mother, O Mother, wherefore dost thou sleep? 
Arise and answer for thy children's sake! 
Thy Future calls thee with a manifold sound 
To crescent honours, splendours, victories vast; 
Waken, O slumbering Mother and be crowned, 
Who once wert empress of the sovereign Past.

Reference: http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/to-india/

4. PVC Awardee Vandana with Citation
5. Quiz PVC Awardees
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6. Rangoli
Draw Rangoli kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any 
national symbols.
Materials required :
Rice Powder, Colour Powder.
Scientific reason:
Ø Kolams are drawn in coarse rice flour, so the ants would not have 
to walk too far or too long for a meal. The rice powder also invites 
birds and other small creatures to eat it, thus welcoming other beings 
into one’s home and everyday life: a daily tribute to harmonious co-
existence.
Draw a kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any national 
symbols using wet rice flour. Given Picture is an example.
Draw Rangoli kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any 
national symbols.
Ø When a person looks at such a geometric pattern, it manifests into 
vibrations inside the mind of the observer which in turn calms the mind. 
And this is exactly what the rangoli does to one’s mind. i.e. It has a 
soothing effect.

7. Skit of any one PVC Awardee (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Tamil)
8. Varuna Swimming
9. Fill the bottle
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 3 Age Group: 8 years
Scientific Reason:
The game enhances the concentration and alertness among the 
children.

Materials Required:
Ø Transparent bottles (as per the number of players)
Ø A bucket full of water

Goal:
The Goal of the game is to fill the bottles.

How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
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2. Starting and finishing lines are drawn in a difference of 10 meter. 
A bucket of water will be placed in the starting line and bottles in the 
finishing line as per the number of players.
3. Each player will be assigned for a particular bottle.
4. At the count of 3 the players have to take hand full of water from the 
bucket and run or walk and fill the assigned bottle.
5. The winner will be the one who fills the bottle first.
Rules to play:
Ø The players can take water only in hands

10. Mukkal Ottam
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 8 Age Group: 8 years
Scientific Reason:
The game will enhance the children about the team work co-ordination 
and concentration skills.
Materials Required:
Ø A rope or a cloth (one for each pair of children)
Ø Chalk or powder for marking
Goal:
The goal of the game is for the partners to run together without falling 
over, and beat the other contestants to the finish line.
How to play:
1. The game is played by two pairs.
2. Starting and finishing lines are drawn.
3. Stand with your partner in the starting line and face the same direction 
with your legs touching.
4. Tie the rope or cloth securely around the touching ankles.
5. Put your arm around your partner’s waist, and have your partner do 
the same.
6. Put your untied leg behind to start the race.
7. Run towards the finishing line on the count of 3.
8. The winners are the pair of children who cross the finish line first as 
per the conditions.
Rules to play:
Ø If the rope is untied then the pair will be disqualifies.
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CLASS - 5

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drawing & 
Painting 

30 1 Art&Crafts

2 Poem 
Recitation My 
India 

5 1 Personality 
Development

3 PVC 
Awardees 
Vandana with 
Citation

30 25-30 Personality 
Development

4 Quiz PVC 
Awardees 

15 3 Quiz

5 Rangoli 20 5-9 Art&Crafts
6 Skit (English, 

Hindi, 
Sanskrit, 
Tamil) National 
Symbols of 
India

10 7-11 Personality 
Development

7 Story Telling 
of any one 
PVC Awardee 
Poem 
Recitation

5 1 Personality 
Development

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Skipping – 
Basic Jump

5 Individual Games

10 Thodu 
Vilayattu

5 Individual Games
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1. Drawing & Painting
To paint pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any National 
Symbols

Materials required:
Paints, Brushes, Palette, Medium Canvas, Thinner, Gesso Paint, etc.

Scientific reason:
• Acts as a Therapy
• Art Appreciation
• Promotes Our Culture
• Concentration and Healing
• Controls the brain activity
• Self Esteem
• Mobility
• Helps to communicate our ideas
• Helps to balance the mental health
• Enhances the Emotional Intelligence

2. Poem Recitation
My India - Swami Yogananda, paramhansa 
Better than Heaven or Arcadia 
I love thee, O my India! 
And thy love I shall give 
To every brother nation that lives. 
God made the Earth; 
Man made confining countries 
And their fancy-frozen boundaries. 
But with unfound boundless love 
I behold the borderland of my India 
Expanding into the World. 
Hail, mother of religions, lotus, scenic beauty, and sages! 
Thy wide doors are open, 
Welcoming God's true sons through all ages. 
Where Ganges, woods, Himalayan caves, and 
men dream God - 
I am hallowed; my body touched that soul

Reference:http://www.kidsgen.com/events/indian_independence_day/
poems.htm#GeehgFUfYpCXv40o.99 
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3. PVC Awardee Vandana with Citation
4. Quiz on PVC Awardees
5. Rangoli
Draw Rangoli kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any 
national symbols.

Materials required :
Rice Powder, Colour Powder.

Scientific reason:
• Kolams are drawn in coarse rice flour, so the ants would not have 
to walk too far or too long for a meal. The rice powder also invites 
birds and other small creatures to eat it, thus welcoming other beings 
into one’s home and everyday life: a daily tribute to harmonious co-
existence.
Draw a kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any national 
symbols using wet rice flour. Given Picture is an example.
Draw Rangoli kolam of pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any 
national symbols. Given Picture is an example.
• When a person looks at such a geometric pattern, it manifests into 
vibrations inside the mind of the observer which in turn calmsthe mind. 
And this is exactly what the rangoli does to one’s mind. i.e. It has a 
soothing effect.

6. Skit of any one PVC Awardee (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Tamil)
National symbols of India
National flag - A horizontal rectangular tricolor with equally sized deep 
saffron at the top, white in the middle and India green at the bottom. In 
the center is a navy blue wheel with twenty-four spokes, known as the 
Ashoka Chakra.
National emblem - An adaptation of Lion Capital of Asoka at Sarnath
National calendar - Saka calendar
National anthem - Jana Gana Mana by Rabindranath Tagore
National song - Vande Mataram by Bankim Chandra Chatterjee
National flower - lotus
National fruit - Mango
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National river - Ganga
National tree - banyan
National animal - Bengal tiger
National aquatic animal - River dolphin
National bird - peacock
National currency - Indian Rupee

7. Story Telling of any one PVC Awardee
8. Varuna Swimming
9. Skipping-Basic Jump
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Girls
No. of player : Minimum 2 Age Group : 9 years

Traditional Reason:
Help to be conscious about health

Scientific Reason:
Skipping improves footwork, balance, coordination, and agility. It also 
improves cardiovascular health as it improves the heart beat

Materials Required:
Ø Skipping rope

Goal:
The goal of the game is to do skipping without
an interval.

How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
2. “Basic Jump” which means you jumps once while swinging the rope 
underneath your feet.
3. Number of counts will be made for each jump.
4. The one who did the maximum no of jump within the given time is 
the winner.

Rules to play:
Ø If the rope touches the feet while jumping it is a foul and it will not be 
counted.
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10. Thodu Vilayattu
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 4 Age Group : 9 years

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the team work spirit, and coordination. And it is 
also a good exercise for the muscles.

Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder to make boundaries

Goal:
The goal of the game is to avoid being touched by the touching player 
and help the other players being get touched.

How to play:
1. The game can be played by 4 or more players.
2. One person will be chosen as the touching player using any selecting 
method.
3. The other players will run here and there and try to avoid get touched 
by the touching player.
4. The players can help the other players from get touched by the 
touching player by holding the hands of other player. ( i.e. making a 
pair)

Rules to play:
Ø Boundaries are formed. If any player crosses the boundary then he 
Will be disqualified from the game.
Ø If the touching player touched any one then the player will be out of 
the game.
Ø At a time only two persons can hold hands, if more than 2 persons 
then the touching person can make them out by touching.
Ø The touching player can’t touch the players who are pairs.

« « «
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CLASS - 6

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drawing and 
Painting 

20 1 Art&Crafts

2 March Past 15 15-30 Games

3 Oratorical 
(English,Hindi, 
Sanskrit,Tamil) 
I Love My 
Mother land 

5 1 Personality 
Development

4 PVC Awardees 
Vandana with 
Citation 

30 25-30 Personality 
Development

5 Quiz - PVC 
Awardees 

15 3 Quiz

6 Story Telling 
of any one 
PVC Awardee 
Poem 
Recitation  

7 1 Personality 
Development

7 Thematic 
Song - 
Chathrapathi 
Sivaji, 
Bharthyiar 
Padalgal

5 10-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts Devotional 
- Tamil

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Desiya Kodi 
Varaithal

5 Individual Games

10 Nungu Vandi 
Vilaiyattu

5 Individual Games
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1. Drawing & Painting
To draw and paint pictures like Param Vir chakra Medal, War heroes.

Materials required:
Charts, Painting and drawing material.

Scientific reason:
• Acts as a Therapy • Art Appreciation
• Promotes Our Culture • Concentration and Healing
• Controls the brain activity • Self Esteem
• Mobility
• Helps to communicate our ideas
• Helps to balance the mental health
• Enhances the Emotional Intelligence

2. March Past
3. Oratorical (English,Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
“ I Love my motherland”
4. PVC Awardee Vandana with Citation
5. Quiz on PVC Awardees
6. Story Telling of any one PVC Awardee
Subedar Yogendra Singh Yadav - 19
Subedar Yogender Singh Yadav is currently 37 years old and part of the 
18th Grenadiers infantry regiment. In 1999, when the Kargil War broke 
out, he volunteered to lead the Ghatak Platoon, which was organised 
to capture three bunkers built by Pakistani soldiers on top of the Tiger 
Hill in Kashmir.
Situated on top of a vertical, snow-covered, 1,000-foot-high cliff, the 
bunkers were to be climbed from the base using mountaineering tools. 
Grenadier Yadav led the climb, fixing ropes for his team to follow. 
When they were midway through the climb, an enemy bunker attacked 
using machine guns and rockets, killing the platoon commander and 
two other soldiers. Grenadier Yadav was hit by three bullets, but he 
continued to climb. Once he reached the cliff, he crawled ahead, and 
killed four Pakistani soldiers using a grenade. Once the enemy fire 
had stopped, the remaining platoon moved in and conquered the first 
bunker. Grenadier Yadav and two other soldiers then attacked the 
second bunker, killing four Pakistani soldiers in hand-to-hand combat, 
and subsequently capturing the Tiger Hill, one of the biggest and most 
strategic victories of the Kargil War.
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Major Dhan Singh Thapa - 7
Major Dhan Singh Thapa of Gorkha Rifles was awarded the Param 
Vir Chakra in 1962. He was in command of a forward post in Ladakh, 
which came under attacked by Chinese army. Under his command, 
the army unit repulsed the army attack and caused heavy losses to 
the enemy. Later when the Chinese troops returned with tanks, he got 
out of his trench and killed many of them. Subedar Joginder Singh 
(top right) of the Sikh Regiment also received the gallantry honour the 
same year. In another Chinese aggression, Subedar Singh took on 
two waves of attacks, and later charged the advancing third wave of 
Chinese soldiers, inflicting major losses to the enemy. Major Shaitan 
Singh (centre) of the Kumaon Regiment received the award in 1963. 
While commanding a company of an Infantry Battalion at Razangala, 
he came under attack from Chinese forces who used heavy artillery, 
mortar and small arms. He moved from one platoon post to another to 
encourage his men, and give a befitting response to the enemy. After 
he got seriously wounded, he ordered his men to leave him to his fate 
in order to save their lives.

7. Thematic Song Chathrapathi Sivaji, Bharathiyar Padalgal
r¤ugâ áthÍ

ghuj¥óÄ gH«bgU« óÄ; 

Úuj‹ òjšt®; ïª Ãidtf‰ whÔ®! 

ghuj ehL gh®¡bfyh« âyf« 

Úuj‹ òjšt®; ïª Ãidtf‰ whÔ®! 

thdf K£L« ïkakhš tiuí« 

Vida âirfËš ïUªâiu flY« 

fh¤âL ehL, f§ifí« áªJî« 

ö¤âiu aKidí« RidfS« òdšfS« 

ï‹dU« bghÊšfS« ïizÆyh ts§fS« 

c‹dj kiyfS« xË®jU ehL!

ghujnjr«

btŸË¥ gÅkiyÆ‹ ÛJyînth« ; mo 

 nkiy¡ flš KGJ« f¥gš ÉLnth« 

gŸË¤ jykid¤J« nfhÆš brŒFnth«; v§fŸ 

 ghuj njrbk‹W njhŸ bfh£Lnth« 

á§fs¤ ÔÉD¡nfh® ghy« mik¥ngh« 

 nrJit nkLW¤â åâ rik¥ngh« 

t§f¤âš XotU« ÚÇ‹ Äifahš 

 ika¤J ehLfËš gÆ® brŒFnth«.

8. Varuna Swimming
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9. Desiya Kodi Varaithal
Type of the Game : Indoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 10 years
Scientific Reason:
The game will enhance the guessing sense and alertness in the children

Materials Required:
Ø An incomplete drawing of the national flag on a board or a chart
Ø A cloth for blind folding
Ø Pencil or chalk

Goal:
Goal of the game is to draw the incomplete picture while blind folded.

How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
2. An incomplete drawing of the National flag will be fixed in a wall or 
board which would be convenient to the players.
3. The players will be blind folded with a cloth.
4. The players will get a marker or pencil and have to complete the flag 
by guessing its position.
5. The winner will be the one who makes the correct drawing.

Rules to play:
Ø The players can follow the audience instructions.
Ø The audience can give either right or wrong instructions

10. Nungu Vandi Vilayattu
Type of the Game: Indoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 3 Age Group: 10 years
Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the creativity among the children. Nungu Vandi 
is a very tactile game that helps children improve their sense of touch. 
Most children like the feel of sand slip through their fingers
Materials Required:
Ø Two Palm shells of same size and weight (if palm shell is not available 
then we can use tender coconut)
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Ø Stick with V shape on one end – Length depends upon the height of 
the kid

Goal:
The goal of the game is to make the Nongu Vandi and reach the 
finishing line riding it.
How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
2. A staring line and finishing line will be drawn
3. Each player will get the material to make the “Nungu vandi”in the 

starting line.
4. When the game starts the players have to make the “Nungu vandi” 

and race to the finishing line rolling the “Nungu vandi”.
5. The one who reaches the finishing line with a proper “Nungu 

vandi”is the winner.
How to Make a “Nungu vandi”
• Take an stick of length half a foot
• Sharpen the edges of the stick
• Pierce the Palm shells on both the sides of the stick as shown in 

the picture
• Now take the long stick and put the V shape end in the middle of 

the small stick where palm shells are pierced
• Now your Nungu Vandi is ready

Rules to play:
Ø The players have to make the “Nungu vandi” with the given material 
at the spot.
Ø If any players “Nungu vandi”is not a proper one then the player will 
be evicted from the game.
Ø All players have to cross the starting line only after making the 
“Nungu vandi”.
Ø Once the player crossed the starting line then he can’t remake the 
“Nungu vandi”.

Reference:

http://www.traditionalgames.in/home/property-games/nongu-vandi
« « «
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CLASS - 7

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drawing and 
Painting 

20 1 Art&Crafts

2 March Past 15 15-30 Games

3 Oratorical 
(Individual) 
(English, 
Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Tamil) India 
a Developing 
Nation 

20 15-30 Personality 
Development

4 PVC Awardees 
Vandana with 
Citation 

7 1 Personality 
Development

5 Quiz  PVC 
Awardees 

15 3 Quiz

6 Story Telling of 
any one PVC 
Awardee Poem 
Recitation  

9 1 Personality 
Development

7 Thematic 
Singing 
Chathrapathi 
Sivaji, 
Bharthyiar 
Padalgal

5 10-15 Devotion

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Poykkal Nadai 10 8 Games
10 Uppu Mootai 3 8 Games
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1. Drawing and Painting
Paint pictures like Bharath matha, War heroes or any national symbols 
using oil painting. Given picture is an example.

Materials required:

Paints, Brushes, Palette, Palette knives, Thinner, Medium Canvas, 
Gesso, Saving Colours, Easel, Studio/ Lighting, Cleaning Up and 
Varnish / Retouch Varnish

Scientific reason:
• Acts as a Therapy • Self Esteem
• Mobility • Concentration and Healing
• Controls the brain activity • Art Appreciation
• Promoting Our Culture • Helps to communicate our ideas
• Helps to balance the mental health
• Enhances the Emotional Intelligence
• Improves the handling of the objects
• Enhances the concentration power and creativity in the children.

Reference:
http://artblanco.com/blog/55991/11-great-benefits-of-painting

2. March Past

3. Oratorical (1) (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
India – A Developing Nation

4. PVC Awardee Vandana with Citation

5. Quiz PVC Awardees

6. Story telling of any one PVC Awardee
Major Dhan Singh Thapa - 7

Major Dhan Singh Thapa of Gorkha Rifles was awarded the Param 
Vir Chakra in 1962. He was in command of a forward post in Ladakh, 
which came under attacked by Chinese army. Under his command, 
the army unit repulsed the army attack and caused heavy losses to 
the enemy. Later when the Chinese troops returned with tanks, he got 
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out of his trench and killed many of them. Subedar Joginder Singh 
(top right) of the Sikh Regiment also received the gallantry honour the 
same year. In another Chinese aggression, Subedar Singh took on 
two waves of attacks, and later charged the advancing third wave of 
Chinese soldiers, inflicting major losses to the enemy. Major Shaitan 
Singh (centre) of the Kumaon Regiment received the award in 1963. 
While commanding a company of an Infantry Battalion at Razangala, 
he came under attack from Chinese forces who used heavy artillery, 
mortar and small arms. He moved from one platoon post to another to 
encourage his men, and give a befitting response to the enemy. After 
he got seriously wounded, he ordered his men to leave him to his fate 
in order to save their lives.

Subedar Yogendra Singh Yadav - 19

Subedar Yogender Singh Yadav is currently 37 years old and part of the 
18th Grenadiers infantry regiment. In 1999, when the Kargil War broke 
out, he volunteered to lead the Ghatak Platoon, which was organised 
to capture three bunkers built by Pakistani soldiers on top of the Tiger 
Hill in Kashmir.

Situated on top of a vertical, snow-covered, 1,000-foot-high cliff, the 
bunkers were to be climbed from the base using mountaineering tools. 
Grenadier Yadav led the climb, fixing ropes for his team to follow. 
When they were midway through the climb, an enemy bunker attacked 
using machine guns and rockets, killing the platoon commander and 
two other soldiers. Grenadier Yadav was hit by three bullets, but he 
continued to climb. Once he reached the cliff, he crawled ahead, and 
killed four Pakistani soldiers using a grenade. Once the enemy fire 
had stopped, the remaining platoon moved in and conquered the first 
bunker. Grenadier Yadav and two other soldiers then attacked the 
second bunker, killing four Pakistani soldiers in hand-to-hand combat, 
and subsequently capturing the Tiger Hill, one of the biggest and most 
strategic victories of the Kargil War.
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7. Thematic Singing Chathrapathi Sivaji
ghuj G+kp gok;ngUk; g+kpƒ 
ePujd; Gjy;tH> ,e; epidtfw; whjPH‚ 
ghuj ehL ghUf;nfyhk; jpyfk;ƒ 
ePujd; Gjy;tH> ,e; epidtfw; whjPH‚ 
thdf Kl;Lk; ,kakhy; tiuAk; 
Vida jpirfspy; ,Ue;jpiuf; flYk; 
fhj;jpL ehL! fq;ifAk; rpe;JTk; 
J}j;jpiu aKidAk; RidfSk; Gdy;fSk; 
,d;dUk; nghopy;fSk; ,izapyh tsq;fSk; 
cd;dj kiyfSk; xspHjU ehL‚

8. Varuna Swimming

9. Poykkal Nadai
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 3 Age Group: 11 years

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances the balance, concentration and good exercise for 
muscles.

Materials Required:
Ø Coconut shell Ø A rope Ø Chalk or powder to mark

Goal:
The goal of the game is to reach the finishing line on the coconut shell 
as soon as possible.

How to play:
1. Starting and finishing lines are drawn.
2. In this game uses coconut shells with rope or thread inserted into the 
eyes of the shells.
3. The players, with their feet on the coconut shells stilts, run towards 
the finishing line.
4. The player who reaches first is the winner.

Rules to play:
Ø The players have to run with their feet on the coconut.
Ø Players who fall twice will be disqualified.
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10. Uppu mootai
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 2 Age Group: 11 years

Scientific Reason:

This game enhances the team work skills and coordination. And it’s a 
good exercise for muscles.

Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder

Goal:

Goal of the game is to reach the finishing line with the companion as 
soon as possible

How to play:
1. This is a team game.

2. Each team having 2 members.

3. Starting line and finishing lines are drawn.

4. All the team will stand in the starting line.

5. At the count of 3 the players have to pick the companion in their 
back and run towards the finishing line.

6. The winner will be the team who reaches the finishing line.

Rules to play:
Ø Only at the count of 3 the players can pick the companions on their 
back.
Ø The players can’t drop the companion in between the race, if he does 
so then the team will be disqualified.

« « «
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CLASS - 8

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Dance Drama 
Param Vir 
Chakara

30 15-20 Culture &Fine 
arts

2 March Past 30 25-30

3 Oratorical 
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
- I am Proud to 
be an Indian 

5 1 Personality 
Development

4 PVC Awardee 
Citation - 
Engal Nadu 
- Bharathyiar 
Padalagal

5 1 Devotion – 
Tamil

5 Patriotic Songs 7 9-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts

6 Story Telling of 
any one PVC 
Awardee Poem 
Recitation  

5 1 Personality 
Development

7 Thematic Song 
- Chatrapathi 
Sivaji, 
Bharathyiar 
Padalagal

5 10-15 Devotion- Tamil

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Mandhi Ottam 5 5 Games
10 Reverse 

Skipping – 
Criss cross

5 Individual Games
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1. Dance Drama
Param Vir Chakra

2. March Past
3. Oratorical (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
i) I am proud to be an Indian or
ii) Major General Ian Cardozo, AVSM, SM

4. PVC Awardee Citation
5. Patriotic Song
ÉLjiy

ÉLjiy! ÉLjiy! ÉLjiy! 

giwa U¡F Ä§F Ôa® 

òiya U¡F« ÉLjiy! 

gut nuhL Fwt U¡F 

kwt U¡F« ÉLjiy! 

âwik bfh©l Ôik a‰w 

bjhÊš òÇªJ ahtU« 

nj®ªj fšÉ Phd bkŒâ 

thœnth Äªj eh£ony (ÉLjiy)

ViHba‹W« moikba‹W« 

vtD Äšiy, #hâÆš 

ïÊî bfh©l kÅj bu‹g 

âªâ ahÉš ïšiyna 

thÊ fšÉ bršt bkŒâ 

kdk »œªJ Tona 

kÅj® ahU bkhUÃ f®[ 

khdkhf thœnthnk (ÉLjiy)

khj® j«ik ïÊî brŒí 

klik ia¡bfh S¤Jnth« 

ita thœî j‹Å byªj 

tifÆ Y«e k¡FŸns 

ehj bu‹w Ãiyik kh¿ 

M©f nshL bg©fS« 

rÇÃ f®r khd khf 

thœnth Äªj eh£ony (ÉLjiy)
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6. Story telling of any one PVC Awardee
a) Major Somnath Sharma - first recipient of Param Vir Chakra
Major Somnath Sharma was the first recipient of the prestigious Param 
Vir Chakra. In 1942, After finishing his college, Major Sharma joined 
the 8th Battalion, 19th Hyderabad Regiment of the British Indian Army. 
He was a part of the Arakan Campaign in Burma during the Second 
World War. In 1947, when the Indo-Pakistani War broke out, he was a 
part of the units deployed in the valley to stop the invasion by Pakistan 
into Kashmir. Major Sharma’s left hand was in a plaster cast, yet he 
had insisted on joining his men in the operations. He and his company 
were patrolling the Badgam area, when they were surrounded by 700 
tribal militants approaching from the direction of Gulmarg. Knowing that 
losing Badgam will mean the infiltrators entering the Srinagar city and 
its airport, Major Sharma and his men fought back.
Outnumbered seven to one, Major Sharma took it upon himself to 
ensure all his men had ammunition. Running from one post to another, 
he exposed himself to enemy fires several times in the process. The 
men stood guard and were eventually heavily outnumbered. While 
fighting the militants, a mortar shell exploded on a pile of ammunition 
near Major Sharma. Twenty-four-year-old Major Sharma, along with 21 
jawans lost their lives in the battle. Two-hundred militants died on the 
other side, slowing their movement significantly and eventually foiling 
their plans of entering Srinagar.
b) Major Hoshiar Singh
Major Hoshiar Singh of Grenadiers was decorated with the honour in 
1972. He was ordered to capture an enemy locality, which was held in 
strength by them. During the operation, he indulged in hand to hand 
fight with the enemy and under his leadership, the unit repulsed all 
attack inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy. Lance Naik Albert Ekka 
(top right) got the Param Vir Chakra (posthumous) the same year. He 
was part of a company given the charge to capture Gangasagar on 
the Eastern Front from the enemy. During the operation, he indulged 
in hand-to-hand fight with the enemy and later even crawled to the 
army location and destroyed their guns to save his fellow armymen. 
He ensured the success of the attack. Flying Officer Nirmal Jit Singh 
Sekhon (centre) was also awarded in 1972. On 14th December, 1971 
Srinagar airfield was attacked by a wave of six enemy Sabre aircraft. 
Flying Officer Sekhon was on readiness duty at the time. In spite of 
the mortal danger of attempting to take off during the attack, Flying 
Officer Sekhon took off immediately and engaged a pair of the attacking 
Sabres. In the fight that ensued, he secured hits on one aircraft and 
set another on fire. He was eventually overcome by sheer weight of 
numbers. His aircraft crashed and he was killed.
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7. Thematic Song
Isavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagatyaam jagat 
Teyna tyakteyna bhunjithaah maa gridhah kasya svid dhanam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim
Aatmano mokshaartham jagat hitaaya ca (3) 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim 
pranatosmi sanskritim (2)
Aayur balam yashovaarca prajaa pashu vasooni ca 
Brahmaa pragyaam ca medhaam ca 
thvam no dehi vanaspathey 
vriksham pannagam ca santatam
Eko devah sarva bhooteshu gudhaha 
Gajendram sourabheem ca thulaseem
Putroham prithivyaaha 
Dharaneem gangaam aadi panca bhootaani santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi
Maatru devo bhava pitru devo bhava 
Aacaarya devo bhava atithi devo bhava 
Jananeem janakam jyeshtaan ca aacaaryaam santatam
Yatra naaryastu poojyantey ramantey tatra devataa 
Kanyaam suvaasineem ca santatam
Janani janma bhoomisca swargaatapi gareeyasi 
Punya bhaaratam veeranca santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi

8. Varuna Swimming
9. Mandhi Ottam
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys
No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 12 years
Scientific Reason:
This is a game for improving the player’s alertness. This is a good 
exercise for strengthening the foot fingers.
Materials Required:
Ø Chalk or powder for draws the starting and the finishing lines
Goal:
The goal of the game is to reach the finishing line as per the conditions 
as soon as possible.
How to play:
1. This is a game played by boys.
2. Starting and finishing lines are drawn.
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3. The boys will stand like squatting and then looping the arms behind 
the knees.

4. At the count of 3 the players will run in this position from the starting 
line to the finishing line. While running the following song will sing 
by the boys

Song :
Chola chola kattiley 
Cholam adikkira veeteley 
Panthadi pantadi Meenaley 
Pathakku Cholam Naan Tharen’....
5. The winner will be the one who reach the finishing point.
Rules to play:
Ø Once the race starts the players can’t straight their positions. If he 
does then he will be disqualified from the game.
10. Reverse Skipping - Criss cross
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 3 Age Group: 12 years
Scientific Reason:
Skipping improves footwork, balance, coordination, and agility. It also 
improves cardiovascular health as it improves the heart beat rate.
Materials Required:
Ø Skipping rope
Goal:
The goal of the game is to do skipping without an interval.
How to play:
1. “Reverse Skipping - Criss cross,” is similar to the basic jump with 

the only difference being that while jumping, the left hand goes to 
the right part of the body and vice versa for the right hand, with 
arms crossing in back of the body in reverse manner.

2. Number of counts will be made for each jump.
3. The one who did the maximum no of jump is the winner.
Rules to play:
Ø A standard time period will be fixed.
Ø If the rope touches the feet while jumping it is a foul.
Ø If the jumper misses any swinging, will not be counted.

« « «
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CLASS - 9

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Dance Drama 
National War 
Heroes

15 15-25 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Essay Writing  
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
India Past, 
Present and 
Future

15 1 Personality 
Development

3 Patriotic Songs 
Group Singing 
Bharatha 
Madha – 
Barathiyar 
Kavidhigal

7 9-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts OR 
Devotion

4 Oratorical 
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
Salutation to 
Bharath Matha

5 1 Personality 
Development

5 March Past 30 25-30 Games
6 PVC Awardee 

Citation 
5 1 Personality 

Development
7 Thematic Song 

Achamillai
5 10-15 Culture &Fine 

Arts
8 Varuna 

Swimming 
10 Individual Games

9 Skipping – Side 
Swing

5 Individual Games

10 Su Vilayattu – 
Kho - Kho

5 Individual Games
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1. Dance Drama
National War Heroes

2. Essay Writing (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
India Past, Present, Future

3. Patriotic Song Group Singing
Bharata Matha – Bharathiyar kavidhaigal

ghuj khjh

K‹id ïy§if mu¡f® mÊa 

Ko¤jÉš ahUilÉš? - v§fŸ 

m‹id ga§fÇ ghuj njÉ eš 

MÇa uhÂÆ‹ Éš

ïªâu á¤j‹ ïu©L J©lhf 

vL¤jÉš ahUil Éš? - v§fŸ 

kªâu¤ bjŒt« ghuj uhÂ 

gÆuÉ j‹Dila Éš 

x‹W gu«bghUŸ eh« mj‹ k¡fŸ 

cy»‹g¡ nfÂ v‹nw - Äf 

e‹W gšntj« tiuªjif ghuj 

eha» j‹âU¡ if

Unknown Soldier

4. Oratorical (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
Salutation of Bharath Matha

5. March Past
6. PVC Awardee Citation
7. Thematic Song
Isavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagatyaam jagat 
Teyna tyakteyna bhunjithaah maa gridhah kasya svid dhanam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim

Aatmano mokshaartham jagat hitaaya ca (3) 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim 
pranatosmi sanskritim (2)
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Aayur balam yashovaarca prajaa pashu vasooni ca 
Brahmaa pragyaam ca medhaam ca 
thvam no dehi vanaspathey 
vriksham pannagam ca santatam

Eko devah sarva bhooteshu gudhaha 
Gajendram sourabheem ca thulaseem

Putroham prithivyaaha 
Dharaneem gangaam aadi panca bhootaani santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi

Maatru devo bhava pitru devo bhava 
Aacaarya devo bhava atithi devo bhava 
Jananeem janakam jyeshtaan ca aacaaryaam santatam

Yatra naaryastu poojyantey ramantey tatra devataa 
Kanyaam suvaasineem ca santatam

Janani janma bhoomisca swargaatapi gareeyasi 
Punya bhaaratam veeranca santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna

1. m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna 

ï¢rf¤J nshbuyh« vâ®¤J Ã‹w nghâD«, 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹gâšiyna 

J¢rkhf v©Â e«ik¢ öWbrŒj nghâD« 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna 

ã¢ir th§» c©Q« thœ¡if bg‰W É£l nghâY« 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna

2. f¢rÂªj bfh§if khj® f©fŸåR nghâD«, 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna 

eŠirthÆ ny bfhz®ªJ e©g %£L nghâD«, 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna 

g¢irô Åiaªj nt‰ gilfŸ tªj nghâD«, 

m¢rÄšiy m¢rÄšiy m¢rbk‹g âšiyna 

c¢áÛJ thÅoªJ åG »‹w nghâD«,

nre;jkpo; ehnlDk; NghjpdpNy

nre;jkpo; ehnlDk; NghjpdpNy - ,d;gj; 
Njd; te;J ghAJ fhjpdpNy - vq;fs; 
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je;ijaH ehnld;w Ngr;rpdpNy - xU 
rf;jp gpwf;FJ %r;rpdpNy (nre;jkpo;)

Ntjk; epiwe;j jkpo;ehL - caH 
tPuk; nrwpe;j jkpo;ehL - ey;y 
fhjy; GupAk; muk;igaH Nghy; - ,sq; 
fd;dpaH #o;e;j jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

fhtpup njd;ngz;iz ghyhW - jkpo; 
fz;lNjhH itia nghUid ejp - vd 
Nktpa ahW gyNthlj; - jpU 
Nkdp nropj;j jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

Kj;jkpo; khKdp ePs;tiuNa - epd;W 
nkha;k;Gwf; fhf;Fe; jkpo;ehL - nry;tk; 
vj;jidAz;L GtpkPNj - mit 
ahTk; gilj;j jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

ePyj; jpiuf;fl Nyhuj;jpNy - epd;W 
epj;jk; jtQ;nra; Fkupvy;iy -tl 
khytd; Fd;wk; ,tw;wpilNa - Gfo; 
kz;bf; fplf;Fe; jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

fy;tp rpwe;j jkpo;ehL - Gfo;f; 
fk;gd; gpwe;j jkpo;ehL - ey;y 
gy;tpjkhapd rhj;jpuj;jpd; - kzk; 
ghnuq;Fk; tPRe; jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

ts;Std; jd;id cyfpDf;Nf - je;J 
thd;Gfo; nfhz;l jkpo;ehL - neQ;ir 
ms;Sk; rpyg;gjp fhunkd;NwhH - kzp 
ahuk; gilj;j jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

rpq;fsk; Gl;gfk; rhtf - khjpa 
jPT gytpDQ; nrd;Nwwp - mq;F 
jq;fs; Gypf;nfhb kPd;nfhbAk; - epd;W 
rhy;Gwf; fz;ltH jha;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

tpz;iz apbf;Fk; jiyapkak; - vDk; 
ntw;ig abf;Fk; jpwDilahH - rkH 
gz;zpf; fypq;fj; jpUs;nfLj;jhH - jkpo;g; 
ghHj;jptH epd;w jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)

rPd kprpuk; atdufk; - ,d;Dk; 
Njrk; gyTk; Gfo;tPrpf; - fiy 
Qhdk; gilj; njhopy; thzpgKk; - kpf 
ed;W tsHj;j jkpo;ehL (nre;jkpo;)
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8. Varuna Swimming
9. Skipping - Side Swing
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys/Girls
No. of player: Minimum 2 Age Group: 13 years

Scientific Reason:

Skipping improves footwork, balance, co-ordination, and agility. It also 
improves cardiovascular health as it improves the heart beat rate.

Materials Required:
Ø Skipping rope

Goal:
The goal of the game is to do skipping without an interval.

How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
2. “Skipping - Side swing,” the rope passes the side of the skipper’s 

body, without jumping it. Then skipper performs a basic jump after 
a side swing, you jump, once while swinging the rope underneath 
your feet.

Step 1:

The player have to start with the rope behind the feet swing the rope 
up over head, and as it comes down towards your feet, bring both your 
hands to your right side so that the rope hit the floor to the right side of 
the feet.

Step 2:

Lift up your hands making a circular motion and bring your hands 
across the front of your body to your left side so the rope hit the floor to 
the left side of the feet.

Step 3:
And then do a normal skipping by swing the rope underneath your feet 
while jumping.
3. Repeat the steps continuously.
4. Number of counts will be made for each jump.
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5. The one who did the maximum num of jump is the winner.

Rules to play:
Ø If the rope touches the feet while jumping it is a foul.
Ø If the jumper missed any steps then it will not be counted.

10. Su Vilayattu-Kho-kho
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 2 (Each12) Age Group : 13 years

Scientific Reason:
This game enhances physical fitness, strength, speed and stamina, and 
a certain amount of ability for dodging, feinting and bursts of controlled 
speed. The game develops qualities such as obedience, discipline, 
sportsmanship, and loyalty between team members.

Materials Required:
Ø Evenly surfaced ground, rectangular in shape
Ø Two poles

Goal:
To catch by pursuit - to chase, rather than just run - is the capstone of 
Kho-Kho.

How to play:
1. Kho Kho is played in 2 teams of 12, but only nine players take the 

field for a game or contest.
2. Start with 8 members of the “chasing” team sitting or kneeling in a 

row in the middle of the court in their eight squares on the central 
line, alternately facing the opposite directions.

3. Two wooden poles stand at either end of this central line.
4. The ninth player is the “chaser,” and he takes his position next to 

one of the two poles, ready to begin the pursuit.
5. The opponent team enter the field, in batches of three are called 

defenders. These defenders, or dodgers, try to play out the 7 
minutes time, and the chasers who try to dismiss them within that 
time.

6. Chasers run in one direction around the centre line where 8 
members are sitting and cannot run in reverse course, and also 
cannot cut across the central line of sitters, even though the 
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dodgers may run wherever they like. Chasers have to run around 
the entire line (row).

7. An active chaser can change position with a seated chaser, by 
touching him from behind (whose back must be facing you) by 
palm, and uttering the word ‘kho’ loudly, and simultaneously, 
chase or attack is build up through a series of ‘khos’ as the chase 
continues with a relay of chasers.

8. After the first set of 3 defenders is caught, the next batch of 3 is 
sent onto the field.

9. At the end of the innings there is an interval of 5 minutes and an 
interval of 2 minutes, in between the turns. Each side alternates 
between chasing and defence.

10. The objective is to tag all the opponents in the shortest time 
possible; the quickest team wins.

Rules to play:
Ø A match consists of two innings. An innings consists of chasing and 
running turns of 7 minutes each.
Ø A defender can be dismissed in three ways:
1) If he is touched by an active chaser with his palm without committing 
a foul.
2) If he goes out of the limits on his own.
3) If he enters the limit late.
Ø A match consists of 2 innings. An innings consists of chasing and 
running turns of 9 minutes each. Each side alternates between chasing 
and defence.

Reference:
http://www.traditionalgames.in/home/outdoor-games/kho-kho-ko-ko

« « «
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CLASS - 10

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drama - 
Veerapandian 
Katta Bomman

30 15-25 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 Essay Writing 
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
- National War 
Heroes 

15 1 Personality 
Development

3 March Past 30 25-30 Games

4 Patriotic Songs 
Group Singing - 
Bharath Matha 
Bharthyiar 
Kavidigal

7 9-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts or PD

5 PVC Awardee 
Citation 

5 1 Personality 
Development

6 Quiz (Regional 
Freedom 
Fighters of 
India from 
1854-1947) 

15 1 Quiz

7 Thematic Song 
- Parukulle 
Nalla Nadu 

5 10-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts -29

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Mutti Udaithal 5 Individual Games
10 Naalu Moolai 

Kal
5 Individual Games
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1. Drama
Veerapandian Katta Bomman

2. Essay Writing (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
National War Heroes

3. March Past
4. Patriotic Songs Group Singing
ghuj khjh

K‹id ïy§if mu¡f® mÊa 

Ko¤jÉš ahUilÉš? - v§fŸ 

m‹id ga§fÇ ghuj njÉ eš 

MÇa uhÂÆ‹ Éš

ïªâu á¤j‹ ïu©L J©lhf 

vL¤jÉš ahUil Éš? - v§fŸ 

kªâu¤ bjŒt« ghuj uhÂ 

gÆuÉ j‹Dila Éš 

x‹W gu«bghUŸ eh« mj‹ k¡fŸ 

cy»‹g¡ nfÂ v‹nw - Äf 

e‹W gšntj« tiuªjif ghuj 

eha» j‹âU¡ if

ghU¡FŸns ešy ehL

ghU¡FŸns ešy ehL - v§fŸ 

ghuj ehL ïªj ehL 

Ôu¤ânygil åu¤âny - beŠáš 

<u¤âny cgfhu¤âny, 

rhu¤âny ÄF rh¤âu§ f©L 

jUtâny ca® ehL. 

e‹ikÆny clš t‹ikÆny - bršt¥ 

g‹ikÆny kw¤ j‹ikÆny, 

bgh‹ kÆš x¤âL« khj® j« f‰ã‹ 

òfÊÅny ca® ehL. 

t©ikÆny cs¤ â©ikÆny - kd¤ 

j©ikÆny kâ E©ikÆny, 

c©ikÆny jtwhj òyt® 

cz®ÉÅny ca® ehL 

ghU¡FŸns ešy ehL 

ïªj ehL v§fŸ ehL
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5. PVC Awardee Citation

6. Quiz (Regional Freedom Fighters from 1854 – 1947)

7. Thematic Song
Isavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagatyaam jagat 
Teyna tyakteyna bhunjithaah maa gridhah kasya svid dhanam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim

Aatmano mokshaartham jagat hitaaya ca (3) 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim 
pranatosmi sanskritim (2)

Aayur balam yashovaarca prajaa pashu vasooni ca 
Brahmaa pragyaam ca medhaam ca 
thvam no dehi vanaspathey 
vriksham pannagam ca santatam

Eko devah sarva bhooteshu gudhaha 
Gajendram sourabheem ca thulaseem

Putroham prithivyaaha 
Dharaneem gangaam aadi panca bhootaani santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi

Maatru devo bhava pitru devo bhava 
Aacaarya devo bhava atithi devo bhava 
Jananeem janakam jyeshtaan ca aacaaryaam santatam

Yatra naaryastu poojyantey ramantey tatra devataa 
Kanyaam suvaasineem ca santatam

Janani janma bhoomisca swargaatapi gareeyasi 
Punya bhaaratam veeranca santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi

8. Varuna Swimming
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9. Mutti Udaithal
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys

No. of player : Minimum 3 Age Group : 14 years

Ø A pot with water swung at a height on a long rope.

Ø A bamboo pole

Scientific Reason:

This game enhances the concentration the observing skills and the 
reflex action.

Goal:

The goal of the game is to smash the pot with the bamboo pole.

How to play:

1. A pot swung at a height with a long rope.

2. A bamboo pole will give to the participant.

3. The participant has to smash the pot with the bamboo.

4. The winner will be the one who smash the pot in given time duration 
and the respective chances.

Rules to play:

Ø The swinging pot will be controlled by others they try to change the 
height and oscillation of the pot.

Ø Each participant will get 3 chances to hit the pot.

10. Naalu moolai kal

Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys

No. of player : Minimum 5 Age Group : 14 years

Materials Required:

Ø A chalk or a powder to mark the boundaries
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Scientific Reason:

This game enhances the quick reflex activity, concentration, co-
ordination, and team work skills of the children.

Goal:

The goal of the game is to place the 4 stones in the 4 corners of the 
boundary line without touching by the “Pattavar”.

How to play:

1. The game can be played by 5 players.

2. Boundary lines are drawn in the ground in a shape of square. And 
the centre of the boundary 4 stones will be placed.

3. Among the players one of them will be selected as “Pattavar” using 
any selecting method.

4. The “Pattavar” will try to protect the stones from the other players. 
And the other players will try to pick the stone and place it in to 
each corners of the border line without touched by The “Pattavar”.

5. The winner will be the one who remains at the end.

Rules to play:

Ø The “Pattavar” can’t touch the players who are in the boundary lines.

Ø The players can take one stone at a time.

Ø If any player touches before placing the stone in the corner then the 
player will be expelled from the game.

Ø If the players succeeded in placing all the stone in the corner then the 
“Pattavar” will be expelled from the game.

Ø New “Pattavar” will be selected using any selecting method.

« « «
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CLASS - 11

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drama - Param 
Vir Chakara

15 15-25 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 March Past 
with Band 

30 25-30 Games

3 Oratorical 
-(English, 
Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Tamil) National 
War Heroes

7 1 Personality 
Development

4 Patriotic Songs 
Group Singing

7 9-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts

5 Poem Writing  - 
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
Freedom 

15 1 Personality 
Development

6 Quiz (Regional 
Freedom 
Fighters of 
India from 
1854-1947) 

15 1 Quiz

7 Thematic Song 
- Patriotic Song 

5 10-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Adi Murai - 
Karate

5 Individual Games

10 Skipping – 
Double Under

5 Individual Games
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1. Drama
Param Vir Chakara

2. March Past with Band

3. Oratorical (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
National War Heroes

4. Patriotic Song Group Singing
b#a ngÇif

(gšyÉ)

#a ngÇif bfh£ llh bfh£ llh! 

#a ngÇif bfh£ llh!

(ruz§fŸ)

ga bkD« ngŒ jid ao¤njh« - bghŒik¥ 

gh«ig¥ ãsª JÆiu¡ Fo¤njh« 

Éa Dy fiz¤ij íkK bjd EfU« 

ngW thoeÉid¡ if¥ ão¤njh« (b#a ngÇif)

ïuÉÆ bdhË Æil¡ FË¤njh« - xË 

Æ‹ dKâid í©L fË¤njh« 

ïuÉÅš tª JÆ®¡ Fy¤âid aÊ¡F« 

fhy‹ eLeL§f ÉÊ¤njh« (b#a ngÇif)

fh¡if, FUÉ ba§fŸ #hâ - ÚŸ 

flY kiyí bk§fŸ T£l« 

neh¡F‹ âir bašyh« eh k‹¿ nt ¿šiy; 

neh¡f, neh¡f¡ fË ah£l« (b#a ngÇif)

5. Poem Writing - (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
Freedom - Subramanya Bharathi
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk; 
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk;
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vd;W vkJ md;id if tpyq;Ffs; NghFk; 
vd;W vkJ md;id if tpyq;Ffs; NghFk; 
vd;W vkJ ,d;dy;fs; jPHe;J ngha;ahFk; 
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk;

gQ;rKk; NehAk; epd; nka;abahHf;Nfh 
ghupdpy; Nkd;ikfs; NtupepahHf;Nfh 
gQ;rKk; NehAk; epd; nka;abahHf;Nfh 
ghupdpy; Nkd;ikfs; NtupepahHf;Nfh 
jQ;rk; mile;j gpd; if tplyhNkh 
jQ;rk; mile;j gpd; if tplyhNkh 
jha; ce;jd; Foe;ijia js;splNghNkh 
jha; ce;jd; Foe;ijia js;splNghNkh

vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W kbAk; vq;fs; mbikapd; Nkhfk; 
vd;W jzpAk; ,e;j Rje;jpu jhfk;

6. Quiz (Regional Freedom Fighters from 1854 – 1947)

7. Thematic Song
Isavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagatyaam jagat 
Teyna tyakteyna bhunjithaah maa gridhah kasya svid dhanam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim
Aatmano mokshaartham jagat hitaaya ca (3) 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim 
pranatosmi sanskritim (2)
Aayur balam yashovaarca prajaa pashu vasooni ca 
Brahmaa pragyaam ca medhaam ca 
thvam no dehi vanaspathey 
vriksham pannagam ca santatam
Eko devah sarva bhooteshu gudhaha 
Gajendram sourabheem ca thulaseem
Putroham prithivyaaha 
Dharaneem gangaam aadi panca bhootaani santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi
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Maatru devo bhava pitru devo bhava 
Aacaarya devo bhava atithi devo bhava 
Jananeem janakam jyeshtaan ca aacaaryaam santatam
Yatra naaryastu poojyantey ramantey tatra devataa 
Kanyaam suvaasineem ca santatam
Janani janma bhoomisca swargaatapi gareeyasi 
Punya bhaaratam veeranca santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi
(or)
Any Patriotic Song

8. Varuna Swimming

9. AdiMurai-Karate
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 2 Age Group : 15 years

Materials Required:

Scientific Reason:
Karate is self defence martial arts which improve our self-confidence, 
concentration and focus, Respect, Discipline, and Humility and also 
develop our physical and mental attributes.

Goal:
The goal of the game is to Knock Out (KO) the opponent as per the 
rules.

How to play:
1. The players have to Knock Out (KO) the opponent as per the rules.

Rules to play:
The fight wins by:
Ø Knock Out (KO) of one of the fighters
Ø Stop of the referee for technical KO, i.e. when one of both fighters 
has no more his lucidity to go on fighting
Ø Giving up from one of the fighters
Ø Decision of the arbitrators, if the fight comes to end normally.
Ø Disqualification for speechless act.
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Fight area:
Ø The fights will take place on a tatami of 8 m X 8 m, with a 2 m safety 
band.
Ø The arbitration team is composed of a central referee, and three 
arbitrator’s assistants, outside the boxing ring, providing their judgment 
at the end of the fight.
Ø The victory by points is got with the majority.

Fight progress:
Ø The fight is managed by the central referee; he does not give any 
judgment.
Ø An official will be in charge of applying some petroleum jelly to the 
face of the fighters.

Authorized techniques

On the face:
Ø Direct punch.
Ø All the techniques of opened circulars hand, palm, external and 
internal cutting hand.
Ø Circular technique fits, backhands with top of the fist, edge outside, 
internal edge.
Ø Punch by turning. Striking with forearm.
Ø All the techniques of leg, blow of knee,

In the body:
Ø All the direct or circular techniques of fists.
Ø All the techniques of leg.
Ø Knocks of knee.
Ø Pokes.

At the lower level:
Ø Circular techniques of leg on thighs, carried with feet, shins, or knees.

Main rules:
Ø The projections must be followed straight away with a valid fist 
technique within the 5 following seconds. The leg attacks when on the 
ground are forbidden.
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Ø Up, the control of the body of one of the fighters can be made with 
opened hands, with forearm, but this phase of fight must be brief and 
followed by a struck blow.

Prohibited techniques:
Ø All the knocks in the back, the nape of the neck, the lumbar vertebra.
Ø At the face level: The technique of leg from top to bottom( kakatogeri)
Ø At the lower level: The techniques of leg in the articulations.
Ø Kick in the shell.

10. Skipping - Double Under
Type of the Game: Outdoor Category: Boys
No. of player: Minimum 2 Age Group: 15 years

Materials Required:
Ø Skipping rope

Scientific Reason:
Skipping improves footwork, balance, coordination, and agility. It also 
improves cardiovascular health as it improves the heart beat rate.

Goal:
The goal of the game is to do skipping without an interval.

How to play:
1. This is an individual game.
2. Double Under,” which means you jumps once while swinging the 
rope twice underneath your feet.
3. Number of counts will be made for each jump.
4. The one who did the maximum no of jump is the winner.

Rules to play:
Ø If the rope touches the feet while jumping it is a foul.
Ø If the jumper does only one swing it will not be counted.

« « «
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CLASS - 12

Sl. 
No. Competitions Duration 

(Minutes)
No. of 

Participations Classification

1 Drama - Param 
Vir Chakara

15 15-25 Culture &Fine 
Arts

2 March Past 
with Band 

30 25-30 Games

3 Oratorical 
-(English, 
Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Tamil) National 
War Heroes

7 1 Personality 
Development

4 Patriotic Songs 
Group Singing

7 9-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts

5 Poem Writing  - 
(English, Hindi, 
Sanskrit, Tamil) 
Freedom 

15 1 Personality 
Development

6 Quiz (Regional 
Freedom 
Fighters of 
India from 
1854-1947) 

15 1 Quiz

7 Thematic Song 
- Patriotic Song 

5 10-15 Culture &Fine 
Arts

8 Varuna 
Swimming 

10 Individual Games

9 Adi Murai - 
Karate

5 Individual Games

10 Skipping – 
Double Under

5 Individual Games
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1. Drama
National War Heroes

2. March Past
3. Oratorical (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
War and Peace

4. Patriotic Songs Group Singing (including Orchestra)
5. Poem Writing (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Tamil)
Instill Patriotism

6. Quiz (Regional Freedom Fighters from 1854 – 1947)
7. Thematic Song
Isavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagatyaam jagat 
Teyna tyakteyna bhunjithaah maa gridhah kasya svid dhanam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim
Aatmano mokshaartham jagat hitaaya ca (3) 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi sanskritim 
pranatosmi sanskritim (2)
Aayur balam yashovaarca prajaa pashu vasooni ca 
Brahmaa pragyaam ca medhaam ca 
thvam no dehi vanaspathey 
vriksham pannagam ca santatam
Eko devah sarva bhooteshu gudhaha 
Gajendram sourabheem ca thulaseem
Putroham prithivyaaha 
Dharaneem gangaam aadi panca bhootaani santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi
Maatru devo bhava pitru devo bhava 
Aacaarya devo bhava atithi devo bhava 
Jananeem janakam jyeshtaan ca aacaaryaam santatam
Yatra naaryastu poojyantey ramantey tatra devataa 
Kanyaam suvaasineem ca santatam
Janani janma bhoomisca swargaatapi gareeyasi 
Punya bhaaratam veeranca santatam 
Pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi pranatosmi
(or)
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Any Patriotic Song

8. Varuna Swimming
9. Kabaddi
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 7 Age Group : 16 years

Materials Required:
Ø The kabaddi Court

Scientific Reason:
The game Kabaddi will help you to develop considerable stamina, with 
quick reflexes, make snap judgments and concentration.

Goal:

How to play:
1. The game is played by two teams each team with 7 players.
2. Flip a coin to decide which team will go first.

Ø Any sort of random method for determining which team goes 
first is fair game — you can also try rolling for the highest dice 
roll, guessing a number that a non-bi-ased referee is thinking 
of, etc.

Ø If your team goes first, send a “raider” across the mid line. In 
Kabaddi, teams take turns sending players (called “raiders”) 
across the mid line to the other team’s side of the court. The 
raider tries to tag members of the other team and run back to 
his side — each player he touches equals one point for his 
team if he makes it back safely.

Ø However, the raider must start repeatedly yelling “Kabaddi” 
before he crosses the mid line and cannot stop repeating this 
word until he crosses back over to his team’s side. If he stops 
yelling or takes a breath on the opponent’s side of the court, 
even momentarily, he must return to his own side of the court, 
scoring no points. In this case, one point is awarded to the 
defending team for a successful play.

 • Each member of a team must raid in sequence — if a team 
member raids out of order, the opposing team gets one point.
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3. If your team doesn’t go first, defend!

Ø If your team is being raided, you and the other three players 
in play are “anti-raiders” or “stoppers.” Your goal is to keep the 
raider from tagging you and crossing back over the midline. 
You can do this either by running away from him until he 
runs out of breath or physically restraining him by tackling or 
grabbing him.

Ø Note that a raider may not be grabbed or held by his clothes, 
hair, or any part of his body other than his limbs and torso.

4. Take turns alternating between raiding and defending.

Ø The two teams alternate between raiding and defending for 
two halves of twenty minutes each (with a five minute break 
between halves.)

Ø After halftime, the two teams switch sides of the court.

Ø The team with the most points at the end of the game wins!

Rules to play:

Ø Five Reserve Players can be substituted with the permission of 
Referee during time out or interval.

Ø Substituted Players can be re-substituted.

Ø If any player is suspended or disqualified from the match, no substi-
tution is allowed for that particular player. The team will play with less 
number of players

Ø No substitution is allowed during the official time out.

Ø Substitution is not allowed for the out players in this game.

Ø The last raid of each half of the match shall be allowed to be 
completed even after completion of the scheduled time as mentioned 
above.

Reference:
http://www.kabaddi-games.com/play.htm

10. Kayar izhuthal
Type of the Game : Outdoor Category : Boys/Girls
No. of player : Minimum 7 Age Group : 16 years
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Materials Required:
Ø A Rope
Ø A chalk or powder for marking

Scientific Reason:
The game is a good exercise for the muscles and it enhances the co-
ordination and teach the children to work together.

Goal:
The goal of the game is to bring the rope a certain distance in one 
direction against the force of the opposing team’s pull.

How to play:
1. This is a team game. 3 or more players in each team.
2. The object of Kayar izhuthal (Tug-of-War) is to pull the other player 

or team across the centre line. To do this, you must use a rope and 
pull against one another until they come across the line in any way, 
or if they choose to forfeit.

3. The winner will be the one who made the opponent team to cross 
the border line.

Rules to play:
Ø Draw a border line on the ground in the middle of where the rope will 
be. And each team will stand 1.5 meter from the borderline.
Ø Each team must have an equal number of players.
Ø The players can only start to pull the rope at the count of 3.
Ø If any players leave the rope in after the game started then he will 
be out of the game and the rest team will continue the game without 
stopping.

« « «
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Class III

1. Major Somnath Sharma hails from a family of ___________ 
personnel
a. Farmer b. Business 
c. Army d. None of these

2. At which regiment Somnath Sharma joined on 22nd February 
1942?
a. Kummaon b. Rajputana Rifle 
c. Bihar d. Assam

3. Somnath played a significant role in saving ___________ from 
Pakistanis
a. Taindhar b. UN Head quarters 
c. Sri Nagar airport d. Chawinda

4. At which year Somnath Sharma received Param Vir award?
a. 1951 b. 1950 c. 1962 d. 1955

5. What is the war cry of Kummaon Regiment?
a. Kalika Mata Ki Jai b. Jai Durga Naga 
c. Ki ki so so Lhargyalo d. Jai Ma Kali

6. Who received the Somnath Sharma's PVC Medal?
a. Father b. Mother c. Brother d. Wife

7. At which war Somnath Sharma participated during 1947?
a. India-China b. Indo-Pakistan 
c. Vijay Diwas d. Kargil

8. At which year Somnath Sharma died?
a. 1948 b. 1960 c. 1947 d. 1965

9. Naik Jadunath Singh belongs to __________ family
a. Farmer b. Business 
c. Army d. None of these

QUIZ
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10. What is the war cry of 7th Battalion Rajput Regiment?
a. Jai Durga Naga b. Bol Bajrang Bali ki jai 
c. Jai Ma Kali d. Jai Durga Naga

11. Naik Jadunath Singh captured __________ from Pakistan Invaders 
(Taindhar)

12. Who Armed with a Sten gun he single-handedly charged the 
third assault with such determination as to cause the attackers to 
withdraw?
a. Nirmal Jit singh b. Arun Khetarpal 
c. Naik Jadunath Singh d. Vikram Batra

13. Who is the father of Naik Jadunath Singh?
a. Bir Bal Singh Rathore b. Ratanjiba 
c. Manoj Kumar d. Colonel

14. Rama Raghoba Rane family belonging to ____________ Family
a. Army b. Maratha c. Sikh d. Farmer

15. In 1940 Rama Raghoba Rane enrolled in the ___________ 
Regiment.
a. Gorkha Rifles  b. Punjab  c. Bihar  d. Bombay Engineer

16. Rama Raghoba Rane recaptured ________ from Pakistanis 
(Rajauri)

17. At which year a statue in Rane’s memory was unveiled in his 
hometown as honour?
a. 2000 b. 2006 c. 1995 d. 2010

18. What is the war cry of Bombay Engineer Regiment?
a. Sarvada shaktishali b. Sarvatra 
c. Raja Ramachandra ki jai d. Rhino charge

19. At which state Company Havildar Major Piru Singh was born?
a. Bihar b. Maharashtra c. Rajasthan d. Delhi

20. Piru Singh belongs to ____________ family
a. Army b. Business c. Shekawat d. Police
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21. Piru Singh Shekhawat was enrolled in the ____________ of the 
1st Punjab Regiment
a. Gorkha Rifles b. 10th Battalion 
c. The Grenadiers d. Sikkim scouts

22. What is the war cry of 6th Battalion of the Rajputana Rifles?
a. Raja Ramchandra Ki Jai b. Durga Mata ki jai 
c. Rhino charge d. Bharat Mata ki jai

23. Piru Singh recaptured _________ in the hills of Kashmir from 
Pakistani Forces during July 1948.
a. Rajauri b. Tithwal c. Pulwama d. Kishtwar

24. Who received the Param Vir Chakra award on behalf of Piru Singh?
a. Wife b. Sister c. Mother d. Father

25. What is the Motto of 6th Battalion of the Rajputana Rifles?
a. Veer bhogya Vasundhara b. Sthal wa jal 
c. Assam Vikram d. Yash sidhi

26. Karam Singh belongs to __________ family
a. Farmer b. Army 
c. Navy d. None of these

27. Karam Singh was enrolled in the 1st battalion of the__________ 
regiment
a. Assam b. Bihar c. Sikh d. Punjab

28. At which year karam singh join in the army?
a. 1941 b. 1940 c. 1947 d. 1950

29. What is the war cry of Sikh regiment?
a. Jo bole So Nihal, sat sri akal 
b. Jo bole So Nihal, sad sri akal 
c. Rhino charge d. Durga Mata ki jai

30. At which year karam singh received Param Vir Chakra award?
a. 1955 b. 1950 c. 1947 d. 1948

31. karam singh was promoted to __________ on 1 March 1964.
a. Subedar b. Major c. subedar-major d. Captain
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32. What is the last word of Gurbachan Singh Salaria over the radio 
to another officer? (“I am going in for attack. I am certain I will 
win.”)

33. Gurbachan Singh Salaria belongs to Saini Sikh family and 
__________ Background
a. Business b. Police c. Army d. Navy

34. At which war Gurbachan Singh Salaria participated?
a. World war II b. Congo Crisis 
c. India Pakistan d. Kargil

35. What is the Motto of 1 Gorkha Rifles?
a. Kayar hunu bhanda marnu ramro 
b. Shaurya evam nistha  
c. Yatraham vijayastatra d. Sarvatra vijay

36. Who save the UN headquarters in Congo?
a. Karam Singh b. Naik Jadunath Singh 
c. Arun Khetarpal d. Gurbachan Singh Salaria

37. Dhan Singh Thapa belongs to __________ family
a. Bihari b. Army c. Nepalese d. Police

38. At which year Dhan Singh Thapa joined in the Army?
a. 1949 b. 1947 c. 1950 d. 1955

39. At which war did Dhan Singh Thapa participated?
a. Sino-Indian War b. Kargil 
c. India Pakistan d. Kashmir 

40. What was the Tapa’s last Communication on the Radio? (“I will 
neither withdraw nor surrender”)

41. At which year Dhan Singh Thapa received Param Vir Chakra 
award?
a. 1960 b. 1962 c. 1949 d. 1975

42. At which regiment Subedar Joginder Singh was enrolled on 1936?
a. Naga b. Sikh 
c. Jat d. Ladakh Scouts
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43. What was the final message of Subedar Joginder Singh? (Jo bole 
so nihaal, Sat Sri Akaal)

44. Who received Param vir Chakra award on behalf of Subedar 
Joginder Singh?
a. Father b. Wife c. Mother d. Son

45. At which war Major Shaitan Singh Bhati was participated?
a. Battle of Rezang La b. Battle of Talikota 
c. Tajikistani Civil War d. Korean War

46. Havildar Abdul Hamid belongs to ___________ family
a. Navy b. Tailor c. Army d. Business

47. What is the war cry of The Grenadiers?
a. Sarvada Shaktishali b. Bolo Hindustan ki ja 
c. Durga Mata ki jai d. “Ki ki so so Lhargyalo

48. What is the final message of Havildar Abdul Hamid? (None can 
stop a soldier, duty come first)

49. Who is the wife of Havildar Abdul Hamid?
a. Mrs. Rasoolan Bibi b. Taravati Kanwar 
c. Uma d. Majit Sekhon

50. At which Battle Havildar Abdul Hamid was participated?
a. The Grenadiers b. Battle of Chawinda 
c. Battle of Asal Uttar d. Battle of Basantar
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Class IV

1. Who was born in the family of a great fighter, Ratanjiba who was a 
military leader in the army of Shivaji?
a. Sanjay Kumar b. Ardeshir Burzorji Tarapore 
c. Albert Ekka d. karam singh

2. What is the Motto of Poona Horse regiment?
a. Ran Vir Jai Sada b. Veer bhogya Vasundhara 
c. Assam Vikram d. Yash sidhi

3. A.B.Tarapore captured ____________ and ___________ in Sialkot 
sector from Pakistani Forces under ‘Operation Riddle’ (Chawinda, 
Phillora)

4. At which year A.B.Tarapore died?
a. 1964 b. 1963 c. 1965 d. 1970

5. Albert Ekka belongs to __________ family
a. Doctors b. Sikh 
c. Army d. Adivasi Tribal

6. Albert Ekka was interested in ________ from his childhood.
a. Hunting b. Football c. Farming d. Sports

7. Albert Ekka was enrolled in the __________ regiment on 27 
December 1962
a. Punjab b. Sikh c. Bihar d. Naga

8. What is the war cry of Brigade of the Guards?
a. Ki ki so so Lhargyalo b. Garud Ka Hun Bol Pyare 
c. Jai Durga Naga d. Sarvada shaktishali

9. Albert Ekka saved ___________ from Pakistan during 1971 Indo-
Pak war
a. Agartala b. Dhalai c. North Tripura d. Gomti

10. Who received the Albert Ekka param vir award after his death 
(posthumous)?
a. Mother b. Son c. Wife d. Father
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11. On 50th Republic Day, the Government of India issued a ________ 
in Albert Ekka memory.
a. Postal card b. Postal stamp 
c. Mementos d. Statue

12. Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon belongs to ___________
a. Navy b. Police 
c. Indian Air force d. None of these

13. Nirmal Jit Singh He joined the No. 18 Squadron, called ‘Flying 
Bullets’, as__________ in October 1968.
a. Flying Officer b. Member 
c. Major d. None of these

14. At which war did Nirmal Jit Singh was participated?
a. India china b. Kargil 
c. India Pakistan d. Congo crisis

15. Nirmal Jit Singh saved ___________ from Pakistanis
a. Srinagar b. Pahalgam c. Gulmarg d. Doda

16. Arun Khetarpal was commissioned in the ___________ on 13 
June 1971
a. 17 Poona Horse b. Assam regiment 
c. Bihar regiment d. Naga

17. Arun Khetarpal saved ___________ sector in the battle of Basantar 
(Shakargarh)

18. At which age Arun Khetarpal died?
a. 19 b. 21 c. 32 d. 22

19. Hoshiar Singh joined 2 Jat Regiment in 1957 as a ___________
a. Officer b. Soldier c. Member d. Major

20. Hoshiar Singh commissioned in __________ Regiment on 30 
June 1963.
a. Dogra b. Mahar c. The Grenadiers   d. Sikh

21. Hoshiar Singh played a crucial role in the __________ sector 
during the 1965 Indo-Pak war. (Bikaner)
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22. Hoshiar Singh served as a Company ___________ at the IMA, 
his company became the overall champion company for six 
consecutive terms.
a. Member b. Commander c. Officer   d. Chief officer

23. At which age Hoshiar Singh died?
a. 65 b. 61 c. 75 d. 80

24. At which year Hoshiar Singh received the Param vir Chakra award?
a. 1972 b. 1960 c. 1955 d. 1971

25. Bana Singh belongs to ________ and __________ family
a. Business and Army b. Farmer and Army 
c. Sikh and Farmy d. Singh and Army

26. At which year Bana singh was enlisted in the Indian Army?
a. 1968 b. 1979 c. 1969 d. 1968

27. What is the war cry of the Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry?
a. Jai Durga Naga b. Rhino charge 
c. Bharat Mata Ki Jai d. Raja Ramachandra ki jai

28. The regained Quaid Post from the Pakistanis was later named as 
________ (Bana Top)

29. At which year Bana Singh received the Param Vir Chakra award?
a. 1987 b. 1988 c. 1990 d. 1985

30. What was the name of Bana Singh’s son who joined the Indian 
Army in 2008?
a. Rajinder Singh b. Balwan Singh 
c. Dalvir Singh d. Nand Singh

31. At which state Major Ramasamy Parameshwaran was born?
a. Jaipur b. Tamil Nadu 
c. Maharashtra d. Delhi

32. To which state origin does Ramasamy Parameshwaran belongs 
to?
a. Tamil Nadu b. Maharashtra 
c. Kerala d. Andhra Pradesh
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33. Parameshwaran was granted a Short Service Commission in the 
15th Battalion __________ Regiment
a. Sikh b. Mahar 
c. Assam d. Dogra

34. What was the war cry of Mahar Regiment?
a. Bolo Hindustan Ki Jay b. Rhino charge 
c. Jai Durga Naga d. Jai Ma Kali

35. At which war Parameshwaran was participated?
a. Rajputana Rifles b. The Grenadiers 
c. Sri Lankan Civil War d. Kumaon Regiment

36. The Housing project __________ in Chennai has been named after 
Major R Parameshwaran PVC in his honour. (Parameshwaran 
Puram)

37. what was the motto of Mahar Regiment?
a. Yash Sidhi b. Assam Vikram 
c. Shaurya evam nistha d. Shatrujeet

38. At which state Captain Manoj Kumar Pandey was born?
a. Madhya Pradesh b. Andhra Pradesh 
c. Uttar Pradesh d. Maharashtra

39. Manoj Kumar belongs to _________ family.
a. Sikh b. Singh 
c. Pandey d. Farmer

40. Manoj Kumar Pandey was commissioned in the first battalion of 
the _________ on 7 June 1997
a. 8 Gorkha Rifles b. 4 Gorkha Rifles 
c. 11 Gorkha Rifles d. 9 Gorkha Rifles 

41. What was the war cry of 11 Gorkha Rifles?
a. Jai Mahakali, Ayo Gorkhali b. Kalika Mata ki jai 
c. Balidan Param Dharma d. Jawala Mata ki jai

42. Yogender Singh Yadav was enrolled in the _________ in 1999
a. 18 Grenadiers b. Punjab regiment 
c. Naga regiment d. Assam regiment
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43. At which war Yogender Singh Yadav participated?
a. Battle of Tiger Hill b. Kargil War 
c. India Pakistan War d. Battle of kohlapur 

44. What was the Yogender Singh Yadav state’s highest award given 
by Uttar Pradesh Government ?
a. Yash Bharti b. Kirti Chakra 
c. Mahavir d. Bharat ratna

45. Subedar Major Sanjay Kumar was enrolled as a member of the13th 
Battalion, ______________ On 4 July 1999
a. Jammu & Kashmir Rifles 
b. Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry 
c. Maratha Light Infantry d. Arunachal Scouts

46. What was the war cry of Jammu & Kashmir Rifles?
a. Jai Durga Naga b. Durga Mata Ki Jai 
c. Bharat Mata ki jai d. Ki ki so so Lhargyalo

47. What was the motto of Jammu & Kashmir Rifles?
a. Prashata Ranvirta b. Sthal wa jal 
c. Shatrujeet d. Parakramo vijayate

48. Captain Vikram Batra belongs to ___________ family
a. Army b. Teacher c. farmer d. Sikh

49. At which war Vikram Batra participated in 1999?
a. Kargil War b. Korean war c. World War II   d. World war I

50. At which state Vikram Batra was born?
a. Maharashtra b. Himachal Pradesh 
c. Uttar Pradesh d. Bihar
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Class V

1. Jadunath Singh was good at _____________ and physical 
activities.
a. Farming b. Basketball 
c. Wrestling d. Football

2. At which age Jadunath was joined the Rajput Regiment at 
Fatehgarh?
a. 25 b. 24 c. 19 d. 35

3. What is the meaning of of posthumously?
a. After birth b. After death 
c. After graduation d. None of these

4. Which metal is used to make Param vir chakra?
a. Gold b. silver c. iron d. Bronze

5. Who designed Param vir chakra?
a. Savitri bai Phule b. Savitribai Khandolkar 
c. Sarogini Naidu d. Indira Ghandhi

6. How many times Param Vir Chakra has been awarded till now?
a. 51 b. 21 c. 11 d. 25

7. What one can find on the obverse side of Param Vir Chakra?
a. National animal of India 
b. Emblem of India surrounded by four replica of Indra’s 
Vajra 
c. Ashoka pillar d. A sign of chakra

8. The PVC is the equivalent award of the ____________ of the 
United Kingdom?
a. Military Cross b. Royal Red Cross 
c. Victoria Cross d. George Cross

9. The Param Vir Chakra means ‘Wheel (or Cross) of the Ultimate 
_________
a. Brave b. Heroic activity 
c. Daring performance in war d. participation in War
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10. What is the abbreviation of 2/Lt?
a. Flight Lieutenant b. Second Lieutenant 
c. Lieutenant Colonel d. Lieutenant 

11. Who is the mother of Gurbachan Singh salaria?
a. Duladevi b. Devi c. Dhan Devi d. Sitadevi

12. At which college Gurbachan Singh salaria joined at Bengaluru in 
1946?
a. National Defense College 
b. King George Royal Indian Military College 
c. Institute Of Military Law d. High altitude Warfare school

13. Who became the first and the only one to be awarded the PVC 
while serving in a UN peacekeeping operation?
a. Sanjay Kumar b. Bana Singh 
c. Arun Khetarpal d. Gurbachan Singh Salaria

14. At which year Tithwal in Jammu and Kashmir was captured?
a. 1948 b. 1949 c. 1953 d. 1947

15. Who was the First Indian Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army?
a. General Tapishwar Narain Raina 
b. General Arun Kumar Shridhar Vaidya 
c. Gen K.M. Cariappa d. General Deepak Kapoor

16. Who was the father of Karam Singh, a farmer from Sahna village?
a. Sardar Uttam Singh b. Kripal singh 
c. Amar Singh d. Annu raj Singh

17. Piru Singh became a _____________ in 1945.
a. Major b. Sepoy c. Havildar d. Subedar

18. Piru Singh took __________ to become Naik from the rank of 
Lance Naik.
a. 6 Months b. One Year c. 5 Years d. 2 Years

19. To which country Piru Singh went to work with the Commonwealth 
occupational forces after the Second World War?
a. United Kingdom b. Japan 
c. China d. United States
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20. Major Dhan Singh Thapa was in command of a forward post 
in____________.
a. Ladakh b. Srinagar c. Pahalgam d. Gulmarg

21. Abdul Hamid at age of 20 Abdul joined army at ___________ 
(Varanasi)

22. Naik Jadunath Singh of 1 RAJPUT was a post commander at 
____________ near Naushera in Jammu & Kashmir (Tain Dhar)

23. Lance Naik Karam Singh of 1 SIKH was commanding a section at 
___________ in Jammu & Kashmir (Richhmar Gali)

24. Major Shaitan Singh was commanding a company of _________at 
Rezang La in Jammu & Kashmir (13 KUMAON)

25. On 10 September 1965, Pakistan forces launched an attack with 
_______ in Khem Karan sector. (Patton tanks)

26. How many Pakistan tanks was destroyed by POONA HORSE?
a. 50 b. 60 c. 61 d. 70

27. Lance Naik Albert Ekka was in the forward company of ______
during the attack in the Indo-Pak War of 1971. (14 GUARDS)

28. On 14 December 1971, _________ airfield was bombed and 
strafed by six Pakistani Sabre aircraft (Srinagar)

29. How many tanks did Arun Khetarpal destroyed personally during 
the war?
a. 8 b. 4 c. 5 d. 2

30. 130. At which school Bana Singh studied in Gulmarg?
(High Altitude Welfare School)

31. Bana Singh captured Highest peak in __________ height of 6500 
metres. (Siachen Glacier Are)

32. Who said this final message during the war “None can stop a 
soldier, duty come first”?
a. Havildar Abdul Hamid b. Piru Singh 
c. Bana Singh d. Vikram Batra

33. At which age Major Somnath Sharma sacrificed himself for the 
defence of Kashmir?
a. 40 b. 24 c. 45 d. 35
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34. At which state Major Somnath Sharma was borned?
a. Bihar b. Chandigarh 
c. Himachal Pradesh d. Haryana

35. During the Second World War Major Somnath Sharma had fought 
in the ______________Operations (Arakan)

36. At which year Pakistan launched the tribal invasion of Jammu & 
Kashmir?
a. 1950 b. 1947 c. 1955 d. 1958

37. Pakistan intention was to_____________ the Kashmir valley by 
force
a. Capture b. Liberate c. Grab d. Give

38. To save the State from a tribal invasion, which was approaching 
the valley at a very fast pace, India dispatched troops to 
_____________
a.Jammu b. Anantanag 
c. Srinagar d. Anantanag & Srinagar

39. As no enemy was seen during _____________ two companies 
moved back to Srinagar by 1400 hrs
a. Inspect b. Patrolling c. Safeguard d. Ignore

40. The_____________ did not return fire for fear of killing innocent 
people of the village.
a. Reserved b. Coy c. Prudish d. Demure

41. The accurate and devastating fire of the enemy inflicted heavy 
_____ on D Coy
a. Disaster b. Misfortune c. Casualties d. Calamity

42. Major Somnath Sharma understood the _____________ of the 
situation and the imminent threat to both Srinagar town and the 
airfield was looming large before his eyes
a. Pressure b. Gravity 
c. Force d. Unimportance

43. While Major Sharma was busy fighting the enemy, a_____________ 
exploded on the ammunition near him (Mortar shell)
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44. Major Sharma last message to Brigade HQ, received a few moments 
before he was killed was The enemy are only _____________from 
us.
a. 30 yards b. 50 yards 
c. 20 yards d. 60 yards

45. At which year Naik Jadunath Singh, was born in Shahjahanpur?
a. 1920 b. 1916 c. 1930 d. 1917

46. At which year Naik Jadunath Singh, was enrolled in the 1 Rajput?
a. 1947 b. 1950 d. 1941 d. 1960

47. In January 1948, they conducted operations to prevent the enemy 
build up in the area and in the process occupied _____ (Kot 
village)

48. In any case an attack on Naushahra was _____________
a. Possible b. Unavoidable 
c. Imminent d. Doubtful

49. The expected enemy attack came to the Naushahra on the ______ 
of February 6th, at 0640 hrs
a. Middle of night b. Foggy morning 
c. Morning d. Evening

50. The enemy started the attack by opening fire from 
their_____________on the Taindhar ridge on an Indian patrol
a. Paling b. Stake c. Pickets d. Strike

51. The whole of_____________the surrounding hills became live 
with bursts of machine gun and crunches of mortar fire (Tain dhar)

52. Under the cover of darkness the enemy crept up to 
the_____________ (Indian pickets)

53. At this juncture Naik Jadunath Singh displayed 
great_____________& superb leadership
a. Courage b. Bravery 
c. Valour d. Spirit

54. When all men including Naik Jadunath Singh were wounded, 
he personally took over the ____________ from the wounded 
brengunner (bren gun)
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55. Naik Jadunath Singh ________ of personal safety encouraged his 
men to fight
a. Forgetful b. Unmindful 
c. Unconscious d. Careless

56. Naik Jadunath Singh fire was so _____________that what looked 
like a certain defeat was turned into a victory
a. Calamitous b. Disastrous 
c. Devastating d. Mortifying

57. Naik Jadunath Singh was honoured with the highest wartime 
______medal (Gallantry)

58. At which state Lieutenant Rama Raghoba Rane, was born on 26 
June 1918?
a. Gujarat b. Maharashtra 
c. Karnataka d. Rajasthan 
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Class VI

1. At which year Rama Raghoba Rane was retired as a Major?
a. 1960 b. 1968 c. 1978 d. 1969

2. The Indian Army recaptured ___________which was lost to the 
enemy in December 1947.
a. Srinagar b. Jhangar c. Gulmarg   d. Udhampur

3. Indian troops then planned an advance from Naushahra to Rajouri 
to protect the natives from_____________Of the raiders
a. Horror b. Enormity c. Wickedness   d. Atrocities

4. On April 9th Rama Raghoba Rane men continuously worked for 
twelve hours to clear_____________and remove roadblocks
a. Excavation b. Mines c. Ditch d. Stock

5. Where the road was found _____________ Rama Raghoba Rane, 
made a diversion for the column to pass through
a. Abstract b. Unusable c. un-negotiable d. Infeasible

6. Rama Raghoba Rane cleared huge roadblock of 5 big surrounded 
by mines and covered by intensive machine-gun fire
a. Neem Trees b. Pine trees 
c. Mango Trees d. Toona ciliata

7. The enemy pickets perched on the adjoining hills were all 
approaches to this roadblock
a. Preserve b. Guarding c. Conduct d. Supervise

8. Rama Raghoba Rane drove to the_______ in a tank and crouching 
under it, blasted the block with mines
a. Obstuction b. Barricade c. Blockade   d. Roadblock

9. Rama Raghoba Rane made a substantial contribution in facilitating 
the Indian advance on ___________
a. Samba b. Rajouri c. Anantnag d. Ramban

10. Due to Rane substantial contribution on Rajouri It cost the enemy 
about _________and many more wounded
a. 100 dead b. 500 dead c. 1000 dead d. 200 dead
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11. Havildar Piru Singh, at the age of 30, showed remarkable_______
in the Indo-Pak war in 1948
a. Humility b. Bravery c. Valour d. Power

12. At which state Havildar Major Piru Singh was born on 20 May 
1918?
a. Bihar b. Haryana c. Rajasthan d. Punjab

13. During the Jammu & Kashmir operations in summer Pakistani 
raiders mounted a strong counter__________ in the Tithwal sector
a. Abusive b. Delightful c. Terrible     d. Offensive

14. The enemy also forced the Indian Army to vacate their forward 
positions across river_____________
a. Bringhi b. Lidder c. Kishanganga d. Rambi

15. Overlooking the narrow path were the hidden enemy _______
a. Shelter b. Fortification c. Block house d. Bunkers

16. During the battle Piru Singh was with the leading section of the 
company, more than half of which was_________by the devastating 
fire of the enemy
a. Crop b. Trim c. Mowed down d. Clip

17. Havildar Piru Singh rushed forward to deal with the enemy medium 
machine gun post, which was playing_____________with his 
troops
a. Calamity b. Havoc c. Destruction d. Disorder

18. Havildar Piru Singh still continued the advance, shouting the battle 
cry __________ (Raja Ramchandra Ki Jai)

19. The blood dripping from Havildar Piru Singh face almost_______
him
a. Disturbed b. Dazzled c. Blinded d. Upset

20. The responsibility of clearing the enemy from the_____________ 
feature lay with Havildar Piru Singh alone (Hill)

21. At which age Naik Karam Singh showed remarkable valour in the 
Indo-Pak War 1948?
a. 25 b. 33 c. 35 d. 32
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22. At which year Naik Karam Singh Param Vir of the Indian Army was 
born?
a. 1910 b. 1930 c. 1915 d. 1920

23. At which state Naik Karam Singh Param Vir of the Indian Army was 
born?
a. Rajasthan b. Punjab c. Gujarat d. Mizoram

24. Naik Karam Singh had earned a Military Medal in _____________
a. World war I b. World war IV 
c. World war II d. World war V

25. During the Jammu & Kashmir operations in the summer of 1948 
the Indian Army made substantial _________in the Tithwal sector
a. Achievement     b. Gains c. Attainment d. Growth

26. The enemy fled in utter confusion across the _____________after 
dumping their arms and equipment in the river
a. Lidder b. Indus c. Kishanganga d.Jhelum

27. The battle of Tithwal went on for months. The enemy could not 
make a _____________on the Indian defences
a. Impression b. Hollow c. Dent d. Cavity

28. During the attack some _____________fighting took place in the 
Richhmar Gali area on the night of October 13th
a. Harsh b. Sour c. Acerbic d. Bitter

29. During the attack fire was so devastating that nearly all bunkers in 
the _____________were damaged.
a. Cluster b. Platoon area c. Squadron d. Patrol

30. Sikh played a very important role in beating back the enemy______
a. Aggression b. Invasion c. Onslaught d. Offense

31. Naik Karam Singh was commanding a forward _____________
when the enemy launched the attack
a. Frontier b. Position c. Entrance d. Outpost

32. The outpost was attacked eight times and the Sikhs _____________ 
the enemy every time
a. Brush off b. Attract  c. Repulsed   d. Throw back
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33. Ignoring all dangers Naik Karam Singh crawled from place to place 
encouraging his men to keep up the _____________
a. Agreement b. Fight c. Dispute d. Contest

34. Lance Naik Karam Singh and his men also repulsed _____________
more enemy attacks, which followed.
a. Two b. Five c. Three d. Eight

35. Lance Naik Karam Singh was an inspiration to his _____________
and a threat to the enemy.
a. Colleague b. Family  c. Companion   d. Comrades

36. Lance Naik Karam Singh was honoured with the highest 
wartime gallantry medal for his outstanding role in the battle of 
____________ (Tithwal)

37. At which year Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria, was born ?
a. 1930 b. 1935 c. 1940 d. 1956

38. At which state Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria, was born?
a. Gujarat b. Haryana  c. Manipur     d. Gurdaspur

39. Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria was commissioned in the 
_______ on 9 June 1957 (Gorkha Rifles)

40. When Captain Salaria in platoon strength tried to link up with the 
Gorkha Company to reinforce the _________
a. Barricade b. Roadblock c. Obstruction d. Blockade

41. The enemy held the area strongly with two_________ and 90 men
a. Immured b. Armories c. Armoured Cars d. Amores

42. Captain Salaria was not_____ by the superior enemy strength and 
firepower.
a. Prevent b. Frighten c. Deterred     d. Discourage

43. The Gorkhas then charged the enemy with bayonets, khukris and 
_________ (Hand-grenades)

44. In the sharp encounter, Captain Salaria and his men killed 
_________ of the enemy and knocked out two enemy cars
a. 50 b. 100 c. 40 d. 150
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45. Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria bold action completely_________ 
the enemy who fled despite numerical superiority
a. Disheartened b. Optimistic  
c. Demoralised d. Deflated

46. Captain Salaria was wounded in the_________ a burst of enemy 
automatic fire.
a. Leg b. Neck c. Shoulder d. Arms

47. Captain Gurbachan Singh Salaria Subsequently, he died of 
his______ wounds
a. Trivials b. Leaden c. Grave     d. Ponderous

48. For extraordinary leadership and devotion to duty, Captain 
Gurbachan Singh Salaria was awarded the highest ______medal 
(wartime)

49. Major Mohan Singh Thapa was the extraordinary valour in the War 
against ______ in 1962
a. Pakistan b. China c. Burma d. Vietnam

50. Major Dhan Singh Thapa, born at _________in Simla
a. 1950 b. 1928 c. 1918 d. 1929

51. At 06.00 hours on 21 October 1962, the Chinese opened a barrage 
of ______ and mortar fire over Sirijap-1 post
a. Weapons b. Big guns c. Artillery     d. Ordanance

52. Major Thapa and his men repulsed the attack, inflicting 
heavy_________ on the enemy.
a. Disaster b. Calamity c. Misfortune     d. Casualties

53. The Chinese were not _________by the defeat
a. Confound b. Dismayed c. Disturb d. Disconect

54. The third Chinese attack was, however, more powerful and ______
a. Extrodinary b. Harsh c. Intense d. Forcible

55. When the Chinese finally overran it Major Thapa jumped out of his 
trench and killed many intruders in ______fighting (hand-to-hand)

56. Subedar Joginder Singh, was born on ________
a. 1931 b. 1921 c. 1940 d. 1942
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57. Subedar Joginder Singh, was born at_________ state
a. Gujarat b. Haryana c. Punjab d. Kerla

58. At 0530 hours on October 23rd, the Chinese launched a heavy 
attack on the ______________ (Bum La axis)

59. Subedar Joginder Singh, despite a wound in the_______ refused 
evacuation.
a. Neck b. Thigh c. Legs d. Shoulder

60. Subedar Joginder Singh, therefore, manned a light 
machine_________ and killed a large number of enemies (Gun)

61. Subedar Joginder Singh, could not stem the _________of the 
enemy advance single handedly
a. Stream b. Tide c. Torrent d. Rush

62. Finally better weapons and numerical superiority of the enemy 
prevailed and Subedar Singh was killed in this _________ battle
a. Clash b. Classic  c. Epic     d. Impressive

63. Major Shaitan Singh, was commissioned in the Kumaon Regiment 
on______
a. 1950 b. 1949 c. 1939 d. 1955

64. During the 1962 Indo-China conflict, 13 Kumaon was deployed 
in_______ sector
a. Gulmarg b. Srinagar c. Chusul d. Yusmarg

65. The icy winds howling through _________were biting and 
benumbing. (Rezang La)

66. In the dim light of the morning the _________were seen advancing 
through nullahs to attack No.7 and No.8 platoon positions
a. Pakistan b. Chinese  c. Burma    d. Afghanistan

67. About 350 Chinese troops commenced advance through the 
_________ (Nullahs)

68. The platoon, however, fought valiantly till there was no _________
a. Residue b. Legacy c. Survivor d. Debris

69. Major Shaitan Singh, the Company Commander, displayed 
exemplary leadership and courage in the battle of ___ (Rezang 
La)
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Class VII

1. At which state Abdul Hamid was born on 1 July 1933?
a. Gujarat b. Uttar Pradesh c. Punjab d. Haryana

2. During the service Abdul Hamid earned the medal with Clasp J&K 
(Sainya Seva)

3. In the new defence plan of the Division, 4 Grenadiers occupied a 
vital area ahead of_________on the Khem Karan-Bhikhiwind road 
(Chima village)

4. The enemy made repeated attacks on Grenadiers positions but 
was frustrated in all the attempts
a. Weapons b. Guns c. Probing d. Smart

5. During the critical juncture, Hamid was commanding a gun 
detachment
a. Withdraw b. Recoilless c. Steady d. Falter

6. Seeing the gravity of the situation, Hamid moved out to a flank with 
his gun mounted on a _________ (jeep)

7. As Hamid he fired to hit yet another enemy tank, he was mortally 
wounded by a _________ (Explosive shell)

8. Abdul Hamid inspired his ______to put up a gallant fight to beat off 
the enemy tank assault
a. Colleague b. Friend c. Comrades d. Opponent

9. At which state Lieutenant Colonel Ardeshir Burzarji Tarapore was 
born?
a. Uttar Pradesh   b. Sikkim c. Bombay d. Punjab

10. The biggest tank battle of the 1965 Indo-Pak War took place at in 
the Sialkot sector (Phillora)

11. When wounded Lieutenant Colonel Ardeshir Burzarji Tarapore 
refused to be__________
a. Abandon b. Evacuated c. Discharge d. Vacate

12. Naik Albert Ekka, was enrolled in the 14 Guards on 27 December 
_______
a. 1950 b. 1955 c. 1962 d. 1968
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13. During the __________Indo-Pak War, the 14 Guards was asked to 
capture a Pakistani position at Gangasagar
a. 1960 b. 1971 c. 1972 d. 1980

14. Lance Naik Albert Ekka went with the left forward company of 
the__________ in the attack
a. Army b. Contigent c. Battalion d. Squadron

15. Lance Naik Albert Ekka observed that an enemy light machine gun 
was ______________deadly fire from a bunker
a. Emit b. Discharge c. Ventilate d. Belching

16. Unmindful of Lance Naik Albert Ekka personal safety,  
he__________ to the building and hurled a grenade into the bunker
a. Clamber b. Slither c. Crawled d. Rush

17. Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon was born on ____________
a. 1940 b. 1943 c. 1950 d. 1930

18. Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon was born on ______________ state
a. Rajasthan b. Kerla c. Punjab d. Mumbai

19. Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon was commissioned into the ___________ 
on 4 June 1967 as a Flying Officer. (Indian Air Force)

20. During the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971 Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon 
was serving with the ______________ Squadron
a. 15 b. 18 c. 10 d. 12

21. Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon is remembered for his gallantry and 
statues of him have also been erected in many cities in ______ 
(Punjab)

22. At which year Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal was born?
a. 1945 b. 1950 c. 1960 d. 1952

23. Arun came from a family with a long tradition of service in the 
_____ (Army)

24. In Sanawar Arun Khetarpal distinguished himself both in 
__________ and__________ (Academics, sports)

25. During one of these attacks the __________ of Sanawar Arun 
Khetarpal second tank was killed on the spot leaving him alone
a. Captain b. Friend c. Commander d. Workers
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26. Major Hoshiar Singh was born on __________in Haryana
a. 1930 b. 1940 c. 1936 d. 1935

27. Major Hoshiar Singh was also Mentioned-in__________
a. Celerity b. Swiftness c. Despatches     d. Expedition

28. The __________ was covered with deep minefields on both sides 
and protected by well-fortified defence by the enemy.
a. Hill b. Valleys c. Village d. River

29. Major Singh unmindful of the enemy shelling, encouraging his men 
to remain __________and fight
a. Dedicated b. Steadfast c. Intense d. Inflexible

30. Major Singh displayed the most conspicuous gallantry in the face 
of the enemy, grim determination and___________spirit
a. Abiding b. Willful c. Indomitable d. Stubborn

31. Bana Singh was born to a _________ family (Sikh)
32. Bana Singh father was a ________ (Farmer)
33. The Indian Army then decided to evict the ______from the post 

(Pakistani)
34. The Indian Army prepared the fresh operation to capture the 

______ (Post)
35. Theoperation to capture the post called ________ (Operation 

Rajiv)
36. On __________ year Bana Singh was awarded the Param Vir 

chakra (1988)
37. At the time of _________ Bana Singh was the only PVC awardee 

who was still serving in the Army (Kargil war)
38. Bana Singh and his soldiers including Chunil lal climbed the steep 

________ high wall of ice (457m)
39. Major Ramaswamy Parameswaran was born on 13 September 

1946, in ______
a. Gujarat b. Bombay c. Haryana d. Punjab

40. Major Ramaswamy Parameswaran was granted________in the 
Mahar Regiment. (Short Service Commission)
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42. Under the ________Agreement many Indian Army units were 
dispatched
a. India-China b. Indo- Sri Lanka 
c. Indo – Pakistan d. Indo – Nepal

43. Major Parameswaran’s unit, was also sent to________to 
participate in Operation Pawan
a. China b. Nepal c . Sri Lanka d. Burma

44. With great presence of mind Major Parameswaran encircled the 
militants from the ________and boldly charged enemy
a. Dorsal b. Front c. Hindmost d. Rear

45. During the hand-to-hand combat that followed, one militant shot 
Major Parameswaran in the ________
a. Thigh b. Chest c. Legs d. Hands

46. Lieutenant Manoj Kumar Pandey finest hour was in the capture of 
______in the early morning hours of 3 July 1999
a. Srinagar b. Khalubar c. Jammu d. Anantnag

47. Quickly sizing up the situation, the young officer led his platoon 
along a ________treacherous ridge that led to the enemy position
a. Cramped b. Compressed  c. Narrow     d. Precarious

48. Although Manoj Kumar Pandey wounded in the ____and _____he 
pressed on his solitary charge with grim determination till he closed 
in on the first bunker.
a. Leg, Hand b. Shoulder, Leg 
c. Shoulder, Chest d. Leg, Chest

49. Manoj Kumar Pandey last word was ________ [Na Chodnu” 
(Don’tLeave Them)]

50. Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav, was climbing the _________
and fixing the ropes for further assault on the feature (Cliff Face)

51. Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav Platoon Commander and 2 
others fell to the heavy volume of __________
a. Weapons b. Automatic fire c. Guns d. Fire
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52. Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav hit by three bullets in his and 
__________
a. Chest, Leg b. Hand, Shoulder  
c. Groin, shoulder d. Chest, Shoulder

53. Grenadier Yogender Singh Yadav with two of his colleagues in 
an extremely fierce hand-to-hand combat, killing three ______ 
soldiers
a. Chinese b. Pakistani c. Afghanistan d. Burma

54. Rifleman Sanjay Kumar almost instantly he took two bullets in 
his________ and__________
a. Legs, Chest b. Chest, forearm 
c. Shoulder, Hand d. Forearm, leg

55. ____________ enemy soldiers, taken completely by surprise were 
killed by Rifleman Sanjay Kumar on the spot
a. Two b. Four c. Three d. Six

56. Rifleman Sanjay Kumar, who martyred in the cause of the 
motherland in the 1999 Kargil war against ___________
a. China b. Pakistan c. Afghanistan d. Nepal

57. Captain Vikram Batra, 13 JAK Rifles, and his ________Company 
was given the task of recapturing Point 5140 (Delta)

58. Captain Batra along with________of his men climbed on regardless
a. Three b. Five c. Two d. One

59. Captain Batra single handedly engaged three enemy soldiers in 
Close ____ and killed them
a. Encounter b. Struggle c. Combat d. Surrender

60. Captain Batra company is credited with killing at least ________ 
Pakistani soldiers and recovering a heavy machine gun.
a. 50 b. 20 c. 5 d. 8

61. Captain Batra led his men to even more ________with the 
recapture of Point 4750 and Point 4875
a. Supremacy b. Superiority 
c. Glorious victories d. Achievement
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62. Captain Vikram Batra last words were________ (Jai Mata Di)
63. Sanjay Kumar received the Param Vir Chakra from the President 

of India _________ (Shri K. R. Narayanan)
64. At which age Major Ramasamy Parameshwaran died in Srilanka 

at 1987?
a. 40 b. 41 c. 60 d. 55

65. Albert Ekka died on 3 December 1971 at __________ (Sagar 
Island)

66. At which year Government of India issued a postal stamp in Lance 
Naik Albert Ekka memory?
a. 2000 b. 2001 c. 1999 d. 1997

67. From whom mother of Arun Khetarpal received PVC Medal at 
1971? (Jawaharlal Nehru)

68. What is the Motto of 11 Gorkha Rifles regiment? (Yatraham 
Vijayastatra)

69. At which year Bana singh son Rajinder singh Joined the Indian 
Army? (2008)

70. In which year Indian army was established? (1895)
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Class X, XI, XII

1. How many years did Basawon Singh spent in prison in British 
India?
a. 30 b. 15 and half c. 25     d. 18 and half

2. Who invited Jai Prakash Narayan to join in the Indian National 
Congress?
a. Mahatma Gandhi b. Jawaharlal Nehru 
c. Nana Sahib d. Bhagat Singh

3. Who retired from his lucrative career of lawyer as well as his duties 
in the university to aid the movement?
a. Kunwar Singh b. Ramesh Chandra 
c. Rajendra Prasad d. Jay Prakash

4. Who led the Indian Rebellion of 1857 in Bihar?
a. Kunwar Singh b. Kittur Chennamma 
c. Rani Gaidinliu d. Lala Lajpat Rai

5. During the rebellion Kunwar Singh drew his sword and cut off his 
hand near the elbow and offered it to the ________
a. Bhooma devi b. Ganges 
c. Bharat Matha d. None of these

6. Whom did Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed met in England at 1925?
a. Jawaharlal Nehru b. Vallabhbhai Patel 
c. Bhagat Singh d. Lala Lajpatrai

7. Who organized groups of women in Allahabad and picketed shops 
selling foreign cloth and liquor?
a. Rani Lakshmi bai b. Kamla Nehru 
c. Sarojini Naidu d. Annie Besant

8. Who was the last Mughal emperor of India?
a. Akbar   b. Aurangzeb   c. Bahadur Shah Zafar   d. Jahangir

9. Motilal Nehru started his career as a ___________ Under the 
influence of Mahatma Gandhi
a. Lawyer b. Professor c. Doctor d. Teacher
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10. Motilal Nehru served as ___________ of the Congress Party.
a. General secretary   b. President   c. Prime Minister 
d. Member of Legislative Assembly

11. Who became one of the first to transform his life to exclude western 
clothes?
a. Motilal Nehru b. Jawaharlal Nehru 
c. Brij Lal Nehru d. Bansi Dhar Nehru

12. Who is called as the “Unifier of India”?
a. Lal Bahadur Shastri b. Rajendra Prasad 
c. Vallabhbhai Jhaverbhai Patel d. Nana Sahib

13. At which year Shyamji Krishna Varma was born?
a. 1857 b. 1856 c. 1957 d. 1855

14. Which day is observed on 11 April every year in India, coinciding 
with the birth anniversary of Kasturbai Gandhi?
a. Women’s Day   b. National Safe 
Womanhood 
c. National Girl Child Day of India   d. Republic Day

15. Who worked with the Vanara Sena of the Congress as a child of 
ten, and carried messages and water for the satyagrahis?
a. Kamla Nehru b. Lakshmi Sahgal 
c. Mridula Sarabhai d. Usha Mehta

16. Rao Tula Ram was one of the key leaders of the Indian rebellion of 
1857 in ___________
a. Orissa b. Bihar c. Assam d. Haryana

17. Who served as co-founding editor of Penguin Books, and led the 
overseas wing of the Indian independence movement?
a. Balakrishnan Nair b. Krishna Menon 
c. Prasannan d. Sahadevakurup

18. Who is the First Indian female ruler to lead an armed rebellion 
against the British East India Company in 1824?
a. Kittur Chennamma b. Sucheta Kriplani 
c. Vijay Laxmi Pandit d. Rani Lakshmi Bai
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19. Who was the army chief of the Kingdom of Kittur?
a. Bhai Parmanand b. HemuKalani 
c. Sangolli Rayanna d. Roshan Singh

20. At which year Sangolli Rayanna participated in the rebellion and 
was arrested by the British?
a. 1924 b. 1831 c. 1824 d. 1823

21. Who launched the All India Home Rule League along with 
Lokmanya Tilak, modeling demands for India?
a. Bhikaiji Cama b. Dr. Annie Besant 
c. Babu Genu d. Shivaram Rajguru

22. Who is the First leader of the Indian Independence Movement. 
Conferred with “Lokamanya”?
a. Bal Gangadhar Tilak b. Bhai Parmanand 
c. Udham Singh d. Komaram Bheem

23. Who shot the Jackson, the Collector of Nashik in British India?
a. Chittaranjan Das b. Lokenath Bal 
c. Anant Laxman Kanhere d. Babu Genu

24. Who is the founder of Abhinav Bharat Society?
a. Ganesh Damodar Savarkar b. Komaram Bheem 
c. Ananta Singh d. Aurobindo

25. Vinayak Damodar Savarkar coined the term _____________ 
to create a collective “Hindu” identity as an “imagined nation” 
(Hindutva)

26. Who served as the president of the Hindu Mahasabha?
a. Vinoba Bhave b. Vinayak Damodar Savarkar 
c. Tatya Tope d. Bal Gangadhar Tilak

27. Shivaram Rajguru was an Indian revolutionary from _____________
a. Karnataka b. Kerala c. Maharashtra d. Gujarat

28. In 1930 during the salt satyagraha, Who was one of the women 
protesters at the Dharsana salt works, Gujrat?
(Sarojini Naidu)
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29. Who was a revolutionary leader in Hyderabad State of British India 
from the Gond tribes?
a. Chandra Shekhar Azad b. Komaram Bheem 
c. Bagha Jatin d. Badal Gupta

30. Who was notable among the pioneers of the freedom struggle 
against the British in from 1785 to 1801?
a. Sathyamurthy b. E.V.Ramasamy 
c. Maruthu Pandiyar d. Tiruppur Kumaran

31. Who Established first Swadeshi Steam Navigation Company 
competing against British Ships?
a. V.O. Chidambaram Pillai b. K.Kamaraj 
c. vanchinathan d. Dheeran chinnamala

32. Who Wrote many fiery sons kindling patriotism and nationalism 
during Indian Independence movement? (Subramania Bharati)

33. Whoo was the last Governor General of India? (Chakravarti 
Rajgopalachari)

34. Who was commonly referred to in India as “Captain Lakshmi”? 
(Lakshmi Sehgal)

35. Who founded Desa Bandhu Youth Association and led protests 
against the British? (Thiruppur Kumaran)

36. Thiruppur Kumaran died from injuries sustained from a police 
assault on the banks of ________ river in Tiruppur (Noyyal)

37. At the time of Thiruppur Kumaran death, he was holding the flag 
of the Indian Nationalists, which had been banned by the British 
giving rise to the epithet ____________ (Kodi Kaththa Kumaran)

38. Hemwati Nandan Bahuguna was an Indian National Congress 
leader and former Chief Minister of ____________ (Uttar Pradesh)

39. Gobind Ballabh Pant was a young lawyer he began active work 
against the British Raj in_________ (1914)

40. Who was the first leaders to demand that the Congress Party 
should resolve to make a complete and explicit break from all ties 
with the British Empire? (Jawaharlal Nehru)

41. Lal Bahadur Shastri participated in the Salt Satyagraha in 
____________ and imprisoned for two and a half years. (1930)
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42. Who is the Wife of Bhagwati Charan Vohra, was Indian revolutionary 
and a freedom fighter? (Durgawati Devi)

43. Who was commander-in-chief of Indian rebel forces in the Indian 
Rebellion of 1857 against the East India Company? (Bakht Khan)

44. Who was one of the leaders of the Indian Rebellion of 1857 and 
became for Indian nationalists a symbol of resistance to the British 
Raj? (Rani Lakshmibai)

45. Who mediated between Gandhi and the Viceroy Lord Irwin, helping 
to forge the Gandhi-Irwin Pact that ended the Salt Satyagraha?
(Tej Bahadur Sapru)

46. Tej Bahadur Sapru was chosen as the representative 
of____________ at the Round Table Conferences which sought to 
deliberate plans over granting more autonomy to Indians. (Indian 
Liberals)

47. Mangal pandey was an ___________ who played a key par in 
event immediately preceding the outbreak of the Indian rebellion 
of 1857. (Indian soldier)

48. Mangal pandey was a sepoy in the 34th _____________ regiment 
of the British East India Company. (Bengal Native Infantry)

49. Who is the founder of Banaras Hindu University? (Pt. Madan 
Mohan Malaviya)

50. Madan Mohan Malaviya founded ____________ to oppose the 
damning of Ganges. (Ganga Mahasabha)

51. Purushottam Das Tandon was a member of Indian National 
Congress and he served as the President,_____________ in 1934 
(Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha)

52. Ram Prasad Bismil was revolutionary who participated in 
__________ of 1918 and the Kakori train robbery and struggled 
against British imperialism (Mainpuri conspiracy)

53. Who formed a revolutionary organization called Matrivedi.? (Ram 
Prasad Bismil)

54. Jogesh Chandra was member of the ____________ and one of the 
founder members of Hindustan Socialist Republican Association 
(HSRA). (Anushilan Samiti)

55. Who initiated the ban of British clothes by setting example of 
burning his own European clothes and wearing Khadi clothes? 
(Chittaranjan Das)
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56. Chittaranjan Das was founder of __________ under British Rule 
(Swaraj Party)

57. Batukeshwar Dutt Along with Bhagat Singh, exploded bomb in the 
Central Legislative Assembly in New Delhi on _________ (8 April 
1929)

58. Who led a team of fifteen revolutionaries in a 1932, attack on the 
Pahartali European Club? (Pritilata Waddedar)

59. Ananta Singh was an Indian revolutionary, who participated in the 
___________ raid in 1930. (Chittagong armoury)

60. Aurobindo was imprisoned by the British for writing articles against 
British rule in India. he founded the ___________ (Sri Aurobindo 
Ashram)

61. Who was one of the key organisers of the Ghadar Mutiny and 
founded the First Indian National Army during World War 2? (Rash 
Behari Bose)

62. Rajendra Lahiri, was an Indian revolutionary, who was a mastermind 
behind the __________ (Kakori conspiracy)

63. Who is the founder Member of Jugantar, a revolutionary outfit in 
Bengal? (Barindra Kumar Ghosh)

64. Who was expelled from Rangpur Zilla School when studying in 
Class 9 for taking part in a students’ demonstration that violated 
East Bengal Law? (Prafulla Chaki)

65. Who was expert in bomb making and his bombs were used in 
killing of Kingsford? (Ullaskar Dutta)

66. Bhupendra Kumar Datta holds the record of hunger strike for 
_________ in Bilaspur Jail (78 days)

67. Who represented the link between two radical trends one led by 
Barindra Kumar Ghose and Jugantar movement under Bagha 
Jatin? (Bhavabhushan Mitra)

68. Bina Das was Indian revolutionary and member of Chhatri Sangha, 
a semi.revolutionary organisation for women in _________ 
(Kolkata)

69. Kalpana Datta joined the ___________ Chattagram branch,” the 
armed resistance group led by Surya Sen, in May 1931 (Indian 
Republican Army)

70. Who was the elder brother of Bhupendranath Datta? (Swami 
Vivekananda)
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71. Atulkrishna Ghosh was a leader of the __________involved 
in Hindu German Conspiracy during World War I. (Jugantar 
movement)

72. Who was the youngest participant in the Chittagong armoury raid 
in 1930? (Subodh Roy)

73. Who was the Composer of India’s National Song Vande Mataram? 
(Bankim Chandra Chatterjee)

74. Bipin Chandra Pal was the Father of Revolutionary Thoughts. Also 
known as ________ (Bengal Tiger)

75. Pulin Behari Das founded the ________ in Dhaka used as a 
training round for raising revolutionary force (National School)

76. Freedom Fighter Shaheed Bhagat Singh was associated with 
which of the following Organisation?
a. The Swaraj Party b. Indian National Congress 
c. Hindustan Socialist Republican Association    
d. None of these

77. Whose death coincided with the launch of the non-cooperation 
movement in 1920?
a. GK Gokhale b. Motilal Nehru 
c. Dadabhai Naoroji d. Lokmanya Tilak

78. Which of the three freedom fighters of India were hanged to death 
in the Kakori Train Conspiracy in 1925?
a. Roshan Singh, Ram Prasad Bismil and Ashfaqulla Khan 
b. Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev, Rajguru 
c. Sardar Udham Singh, Ram Prasad Bismil, Ashfaqulla Khan 
d. Ram Prasad Bismil, Bhagat Singh, Ashfaqulla Khan

79. Which of the Indian activists was popularly known as ‘Lokhitwadi’?
a. Gopal Hari Deshmukh b. Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
c. Pherozshah Mehta d. Bal Gangadhar Tilak

80. Kesari, a newspaper started by freedom fighter Bal Gangadhar 
Tilak, was published in which language?
a. Bengali b. Hindi c. English d. Marathi

81. What was the name of the British Officer who was shot by Udham 
Singh?
a. Colonel Reginald Edward Harry Dyer b. John Saunders 
c. Sir Michael Frances O’Dwyer            d. None of these
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82. Which of the following newspapers was started in 1919 by Motilal 
Nehru?
a. Young India b. The Independent 
c. Voice of India d. The Leader

83. Annie Besant was associated with?
a. Khilafat Movement b. Non-Cooperation Movement 
c. Civil Disobedience Movement d. Home Rule Movement

84. Who of the following was called by the British to be the ‘Father of 
Indian Unrest’?
a. Lala Lajpat Rai b. Gopal Krishna Gokhale 
c. Lokmanya Tilak d. Madan Mohan Malviya

85. Which of the following freedom fighters was also a civil rights 
activist in South Africa?
a. Vinayak Damodar Savarkar b. Mahathma Gandhi 
c. BG Tilak d. Motilal Nehru

86. Who was the founder of Jugantar an Bengali revolutionary 
newspaper?
a. Bhupendranath Dutt b. Abhinash Bhattacharya 
c. Barindra Kumar Ghosh d. All of the above

87. Who among the following was arrested for leading the Alipore 
bomb Conspiracy?
a. Vallabh Bhai Patel b. Shambhu Dutt Sharma 
c. Sri Aurobindo d. None of the above

88. What was Motilal Nehru’s profession?
a. Lawyer b. Businessman 
c. Teacher d. None of the above

89. Who was called the Father of the Indian Unrest by the British?
a. MK Gandhi b. Bal Gangadhar Tilak 
c. Motilal Nehru d. Bhagat Singh

90. At which year Bhagat Singh was born? (1931)
91. Which of the following started a separate Public Works Department 

in India in the year 1848?
a. Lord William Bentinck b. Lord Dalhousie 
c. Lord Wellesley d. Lord Cornwallis
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92. Who of the following attended all three round table conferences?
a. B.R. Ambedkar b. Gandhiji 
c. Rettamalai Srinivasan d. Lala Lajpat Roy

93. As per the government of India Act of 1919, some power of 
Secretary of State of India was transferred to who of the following?
a. Viceroy of India     b. High Commissioner for India 
c. Emperor of India d. Court of Directors for India

94. Who of the following Peshwas was contemporary of Shivaji?
a. Ramchandra Pant b. Bajirao Biswanath 
c. Balaji Biswanath d. None of the above

95. The third battle of Panipat was fought in which year?
a. 1740 b. 1745 c. 1750 d. 1761

96. Which of the following was the founder of Kuka Revolt in 1840?
a. Dadu Mian b. Majnum Shah 
c. Syed Ahmed d. Bhagat Jawahar Mal

97. Which of the following was the important centre of Wahabi 
movement in India?
a. Lucknow b. Patna     c. Varanasi   d. None of the above

98. Who was the first Governor General of India?
a. Warren Hastings b. Lord William Bentinck 
c. Lord Clive d. Lord Macaulay

99. In which year, Liaquat–Nehru Pact was signed?
a. 1947 b. 1949 c. 1950 d. 1955

100. Who led Mahad Satyagraha?
a. Mahatma Gandhi b. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 
c. Acharya Vinoba Bhave d. Bal Gangadhar Tilak
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ANNEXURE-I

BORDER COUNTRIES OF INDIA

India has mostly natural and historically determined boundaries which 
pass through marshes, plains, mountains and thickly forested regions. 
Indian subcontinent in the countries that have a common border with 
India is Afghanistan, Pakistan, China, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar and 
Bangladesh.
Following are the states and countries which have a common frontier.

Sl. 
No. Country States and Union Territories

1 Pakistan J&K, Ladakh, Punjab, 
Rajasthan, Gujarat

2 Afghanistan Ladakh (POK region)

3 China Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttrakhand, Sikkim, Arunachal 
Pradesh

4 Nepal Uttrakhand, Uttar Pradesh, 
Bihar, West Bengal, Sikkim

5 Bhutan Sikkim, West Bengal, Assam, 
Arunachal Pradesh

6 Myanmar Arunachal Pradesh, 
Nagaland, Manipur,Mizoram

7 Bangladesh West Bengal, Meghalaya, 
Assam, Tripura, Mizoram

India and Srilanka have a maritime boundary and a shallow water sea 
which is about 30 kilometres wide, known as Palk Strait, is located 
between these two countries. Due to their commerce, international ties, 
and peace, a nation’s neighbouring countries are extremely significant. 
For the sake of peace and providing a secure environment for people, 
diplomatic ties should be preserved. China and Pakistan have been at 
war with India regularly. Measures have been taken to end the chance 
of another peace mishap.
For further information refer the Respective Thematic Samaskaram 
Book or www.imctf.org
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ANNEXURE-II

LIST OF WARS

1) India - Pakistan War 1947 – 1948
Immediately after independence, Pakistan made an attempt to occupy 
the state of Jammu &amp; Kashmir by force. On 27 October 1947, 
the Indian troops were flown into Srinagar to defend the State. After 
fourteen months of conflict, ceasefire was declared on 01 January 
1949. A total of 2845 Indian soldiers made the supreme sacrifice during 
this conflict and were awarded 05 Param Vir Chakras, 53 Maha Vir 
Chakras and 323 Vir Chakras for bravery.

2) Battle of Badgam
The Battle of Badgam was a defensive encounter that took place at 
Badgam in the Kashmir valley on 3 November 1947 between troops 
of the Indian Army whose strength was just about 50 and tribal raiders 
from Pakistan who were about 1000 in number during the Indo-Pakistan 
War of 1947-1948.

3) Battle of Tithwal
The Battle of Tithwal was one of the fiercest and longest battles 
fought during India - Pakistan conflict in 1947-48. During initial stages, 
Pashtun tribal militia had crossed the border and occupied strategically 
important village of Tithwal on Indian side which was fought over and 
claimed by both sides on a number of occasions. Attacker's primary 
aim was to capture the Richhmar Gali located South of Tithwal and 
Nastachun Pass, East of Tithwal which was held by Indian Army. A 
massive attack was launched by Pakistan Army on 13 October 1948 
hoping to capture the posts held by Indian troops but failed miserably 
with heavy casualties due to undaunting courage and valour displayed 
by Indian troops. The indomitable spirit and determination of Indian 
Army helped India in retaining the post of Tithwal. Soldiers of 6 RAJ 
RIF, Indian Army can be seen charging on the enemy in a hand to hand 
combat.

4) India - China War 1962
China had laid claims over large parts of Indian Territory in North 
Eastern Frontier Agency (now Arunachal Pradesh) and J&amp;K. The 
skirmishes at the border started when Chinese troops surrounded 
Indian Posts in Ladakh and NEFA in August 1962. During the conflict, 
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the Indian Air Force provided assistance to Army by airlifting men 
and material to borders round the clock. On 21 November 1962, the 
ceasefire was declared. A total of 3177 Indian soldiers made supreme 
sacrifice during this conflict and were awarded 03 Param Vir Chakras, 
21 Maha Vir Chakras and 75 Vir Chakras among others for gallantry.

5) India - Pakistan War 1965
India - Pakistan war of 1965 was culmination of a series of border 
skirmishes betweenIndia and Pakistan over the years. The hostilities 
started immediately after India – China conflict of 1962. In retaliation, 
India launched an attack on Lahore across the area extending from 
Pathankot to Suratgarh. Finally, ceasefire was agreed upon with 
effect from 23 September 1965. Indian forces suffered a total of 3415 
casualties and were awarded 02 Param Vir Chakra, 37 Maha Vir Chakra 
and 171 Vir Chakra for gallantry during the Operations.

6) Battle of Asal Uttar
The Indians experienced artillery shelling at 11:30 am, followed by 
another armour attack. Hamid knocked out another tank, and the 
Pakistani soldiers in the following tanks again fled. By the end of the 
day, an engineering company had laid anti-personnel and anti-tank 
mines around the Grenadiers' position.

7) India - Pakistan War -1971
The War of 1971 was a military confrontation between India and 
Pakistan that occurred during the war for liberation of Bangladesh from 
03 to 16 December 1971. The war began with pre-emptive aerial strikes 
by Pakistan Air Force on Indian assets that led to the commencement 
of hostilities with Indian entry into the War of Independence of 
Bangladesh in support of Bengali Nationalist Forces. Pakistan Forces 
were convincingly defeated in this War. A total of 4090 Indian soldiers 
made supreme sacrifice during this war and about 600 officers and 
men of the Indian Armed Forces were decorated with Gallantry awards. 
Of these, 04 were Param Vir Chakra, 76 Maha Vir Chakra and 513 Vir 
Chakra.

8) Battle of Gangasagar
The Battle of Gangasagar was one of the most fiercely fought battles in 
then East Pakistan during India - Pakistan War of 1971. 14 GUARDS 
was given the task of capturing heavily fortified Pakistani military 
position in village Gangasagar. With meticulous planning, Indian troops 
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commenced their offensive at 0200 hrs on 03 December 1971 and 
continued their advance towards the objective by clearing bunker after 
bunker against intense and close enemy shelling. Very close to the 
objective, Pakistani soldiers opened Medium Machine Gun fire from 
a two storey fortified building inflicting heavy casualties on Indian 
troops. This, however, did not deter the Indian soldiers who displayed 
unparalleled courage and determination during the operation and finally 
secured the objective after a pitched battle of two days. An impossible 
mission was accomplished and bravery of Indian soldiers was at its 
best display that turned the battle in their favour.

9) Battle of Hilli
The Battle of Hilli  was a major battle fought in the Bangladesh Liberation 
War. It is generally regarded as the most severe pitched battle that took 
place in East Pakistan, now Bangladesh. The battle of Hilli took place 
between 23 November 1971 and 11 December 1971, although the final 
surrender took place on 18 December 1971. 
The main objective of the Indian Army was to control Bogura, thereby 
cutting off Pakistan forces in the north from the rest of East Pakistan. 
The best way of getting to Bogura was through Hilli. The frontal assault 
on the Pakistan fortifications took a huge toll on both sides before 
Indian forces finally broke through by establishing a block in the rear of 
Pakistani forces in Hilli, upon which the 4FF Battalion in Hilli withdrew 
for the defence of Bogura.

10) India Srilanka War - Operation Pawan - Year 1987
Operation Pawan ("Operation Wind") was the code name assigned to 
the operation by the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) to take control 
of Jaffna from the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), better 
known as the Tamil Tigers, in late 1987 to enforce the disarmament of 
the LTTE as a part of the Indo-Sri Lanka Accord.

11) Kargil War 1999
The Kargil War, also known as the Kargil conflict, was fought between 
India and Pakistan from May to July 1999 in the Kargil district of Jammu 
and Kashmir and elsewhere along the Line of Control.

12) Operation Vijay 1999
‘Operation Vijay’ was initiated due to unprovoked intrusion of Pakistan 
Army backed armed terrorists on the Indian side of Line of Control (LC) 
at Kargil. Later on, it was proved by the recovered bodies, uniforms and 
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documents including identity cards that regular soldiers of the Pakistani 
Northern Light Infantry had also participated in their ill-conceived 
misadventure. In May 1999, the Indian Army launched operations to evict 
Pakistani intruders occupying the important heights of Dras, Kargil and 
Batalik. What followed was a saga of unparalleled courage, valour and 
sacrifice. A fierce battle was fought by the Indian soldiers to smother the 
nefarious designs of Pakistan, in one of the most treacherous terrains 
on earth. By 26 July 1999, the Pakistani intruders were beaten back 
and evicted from the Indian territory. The raw courage, bravery and 
valour displayed by our valiant soldiers, riding on the patriotic fervour of 
an enraged Nation, earned a resounding victory for the Indian Army. A 
total of 674 Indian soldiers laid down their lives during the course of this 
67 days operation. A total of 97 awards were conferred in this operation 
for various acts of gallantry.

ANNEXURE-III

Wartime Gallantry Awards

Indian Armed Forces

Active Reserve Governing 
Body

Area

Indian Army 1,237,117 960,000 Ministry of 
Defence

Indian Navy 67,228 55,000 Ministry of 
Defence

Indian Air 
Force 139,576 140,000 Ministry of 

Defence
Indian Coast 
Guard 11,000 Ministry of 

Defence
Border Roads 
Organisation 33,230 Ministry of 

Defence

1,488,151 1,155,000
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Indian Army
The Indian Army is a voluntary service, the military draft having never 
been imposed in India. It is one of the largest standing armies (and the 
largest standing volunteer army) in the world, with 1,237,000 active 
troops and 800,000 reserve troops. The force is headed by the Chief 
of Army Staff of the Indian Army, General Manoj Mukund Naravane. 
The highest rank in the Indian Army is Field Marshal, but it is a largely 
ceremonial rank and appointments are made by the President of India, 
on the advice of the Union Cabinet of Ministers, only in exceptional 
circumstances. (See Field Marshal (India)). Late Field Marshal S.H.F.J. 
Manekshaw and the late Field Marshal Kodandera Madappa Cariappa 
are the only two officers who have attained this rank.
The army has rich combat experience in diverse terrains, due to India's 
varied geography, and also has a distinguished history of serving in 
United Nations peacekeeping operations. Initially, the army's main 
objective was to defend the nation's frontiers. However, over the years, 
the army has also taken up the responsibility of providing internal security, 
especially in insurgent-hit Kashmir and the north-east. The Indian Army 
has seen military action during the First Kashmir War, Operation Polo, 
the Sino-Indian War, the Second Kashmir War, the Indo-Pakistani War 
of 1971, the Sri Lankan Civil War and the Kargil War. It has dedicated 
one brigade of troops to the UN's standby arrangements. Through its 
large, sustained troop commitments India has been praised for taking 
part in difficult operations for prolonged periods.[citation needed] The 
Indian Army has participated in several UN peacekeeping operations 
including those in: Cyprus, Lebanon, the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Angola, Cambodia, Vietnam, Namibia, El Salvador, Liberia, 
Mozambique and Somalia. The army also provided a paramedical unit 
to facilitate the withdrawal of the sick and wounded in the Korean War.

Indian Navy
The Indian Navy is the naval branch of the Indian armed forces. With 
58,350 men and women, including 7,000 personnel of the Indian Naval 
Air Arm, 1,200 Marine Commandos (MARCOS) and 1,000 personnel 
of the Sagar Prahari Bal.[143][144] The Indian Navy is one of the 
world's largest naval forces and developed into a blue water navy.
[145][146] The Indian Navy has a large operational fleet consisting of 
2 aircraft carriers, 1 amphibious transport dock, 9 Landing ship tanks, 
10 destroyers, 14 frigates, 1 nuclear-powered attack submarine, 14 
conventionally-powered attack submarines, 24 corvettes, 6 mine 
countermeasure vessels, 25 patrol vessels, 4 fleet tankers and various 
auxiliary vessels.
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Indian Air Force
The Indian Air Force is the air arm of the Indian armed forces. Its 
primary responsibility is to secure Indian airspace and to conduct aerial 
warfare during a conflict. It was officially established on 8 October 
1932 as an auxiliary air force of the British Raj and the prefix Royal 
was added in 1945 in recognition of its services during World War II. 
After India achieved independence from the United Kingdom in 1947, 
the Royal Indian Air Force served the Dominion of India, with the prefix 
being dropped when India became a republic in 1950. The Indian 
Air Force plays a crucial role in securing Indian airspace and also in 
India's power projection in South Asia and Indian Ocean. Therefore, 
modernising and expanding the Indian Air Force is a top priority for the 
Indian government. Over the years, the IAF has grown from a tactical 
force to one with transoceanic reach. The strategic reach emerges 
from induction of Force Multipliers like Flight Refuelling Aircraft (FRA), 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and credible strategic lift capabilities.

Indian Coast Guard
The Indian Coast Guard (ICG) is a maritime law enforcement and 
search and rescue agency of India with jurisdiction over its territorial 
waters including its contiguous zone and exclusive economic zone. The 
Indian Coast Guard was formally established on 1 February 1977 by 
the Coast Guard Act, 1978 of the Parliament of India. It operates under 
the Ministry of Defence. The Coast Guard works in close cooperation 
with the Indian Navy, the Department of Fisheries, the Department of 
Revenue (Customs), and the Central Armed Police Forces, and the 
State Police Services.

Border Roads Organisation
The Border Roads Organisation (BRO) is a road construction 
executive force in India that provides support to and is now a part of the 
Indian Armed Forces. BRO develops and maintains road networks in 
India's border areas and friendly neighboring countries. This includes 
infrastructure operations in 19 states and three union territories 
(including Andaman and Nicobar Islands) and neighboring countries 
such as Afghanistan, Bhutan, Myanmar, Tajikistan and Sri Lanka. By 
2022, BRO had constructed over 55,000 kilometres (34,000 mi) of 
roads, over 450 permanent bridges with a total length of over 44,000 
metres (27 mi) length and 19 airfields in strategic locations. BRO is 
also tasked with maintaining this infrastructure including operations 
such as snow clearance.
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PARAMILITARY FORCES

Active Reserve Governing 
Body

Area

Assam Rifles 66,000
Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Special 
Frontier 
Force

10,000
Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

76,000 N.A.

Assam Rifles
The Assam Rifles (AR) is a central paramilitary force responsible for 
border security, counter-insurgency, and maintaining law and order 
in Northeast India. It guards the Indo-Myanmar border. The Assam 
rifles is the oldest paramilitary force of India and Its comes under the 
administration of the Ministry of Home Affairs, while its operational 
control is maintained by the Indian Army. Being a police force, its 
recruitment, perks, promotions, and retirement policies are governed 
by CAPF rules. Around 80 percent of its officers are deputed from the 
Indian Army and remaining from AR cadre.  The AR is commanded by 
the Director General of the Assam Rifles (DG AR) who is appointed by 
the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Special Frontier Force
The Special Frontier Force (SFF) is an Indian special operations unit 
created on 14 November 1962. It mainly comprised Tibetan refugees 
living in India. Now it has increased in size and scope of operations. 
Its primary goal originally was to conduct covert operations behind 
Chinese lines in the event of another Sino-Indian War. Throughout 
its history, SFF has fought in India's major external wars including 
the Bangladesh Liberation War and the Kargil War. It has also been 
involved in internal security, including Operation Blue Star and also 
serving as the "Personal Force" of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to 
suppress opposition parties during the state of emergency from 1975 
to 1977. It has been part of border operations against China, including 
the 2020–2021 China–India skirmishes.
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CENTRAL ARMED POLICE FORCES AND OTHERS

Active Reserve Governing 
Body

Area

Border Secu-
rity Force 257,363

Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Indo-Pak 
Border, In-
do-Bangla-
desh, others

Central 
Industrial Se-
curity Force

144,418
Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Industries, 
PSUs

Central Re-
serve Police 
Force

313,678
Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Indo-Tibetan 
Border Police 89,432

Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

India-China 
Border

National Se-
curity Guard 12,000

Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Sashastra 
Seema Bal 76,337

Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Indo-Nepal 
Border and 

Indo-Bhutan 
Border

Railway Pro-
tection Force 70,000

Ministry 
of Rail-

ways

Indian Rail-
ways

National 
Disaster Re-
sponse Force

13,000
Ministry 
of Home 
Affairs

Area prone 
to Disaster 

in India
Defence Se-
curity Corps 31,000
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Active Reserve Governing 
Body

Area

Special 
Protection 
Group

3,000
Cabinet 
Secretar-

iat

Cabinet 
Secretariat

State Armed 
Police Forces 450,000

State 
Govern-

ments

Respective 
States

Civil Defence 500,000

Home Guard 441,800

1,403,700 987,800

Border Security Force
The Border Security Force (BSF) is India's border guarding organisation 
on its border with Pakistan and Bangladesh. It is one of the seven 
Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) of India, and was raised in the 
wake of the 1965 war on 1 December 1965, "for ensuring the security 
of the borders of India and for matters connected there with".
Central Industrial Security Force - The Central Industrial Security Force 
(CISF) is a federal police organisation in India under the Ministry of 
Home Affairs. It is one among the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF). 
CISF provides security to over 356 industrial units (including 13 Private 
Sector Units), government infrastructure projects and facilities and 
establishments located all over India. These include atomic power 
plants, space installations, mines, oil fields and refineries, major ports, 
heavy engineering, steel plants, barrages, fertiliser units, airports and 
hydroelectric/thermal power plants owned and controlled by Central 
Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs), and currency note presses.

Central Industrial Security Force
The Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) is a federal police 
organisation in India under the Ministry of Home Affairs. It is one among 
the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF). CISF provides security to 
over 356 industrial units (including 13 Private Sector Units), government 
infrastructure projects and facilities and establishments located all over 
India. These include atomic power plants, space installations, mines, 
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oil fields and refineries, major ports, heavy engineering, steel plants, 
barrages, fertiliser units, airports and hydroelectric/thermal power 
plants owned and controlled by Central Public Sector Undertakings 
(PSUs), and currency note presses.

Central Reserve Police Force
The Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) is a federal police organisation 
in India under the authority of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) of the 
Government of India. It is one among the Central Armed Police Forces. 
The CRPF's primary role lies in assisting the State/Union Territories in 
police operations to maintain law and order and counter-insurgency. It 
is composed of Central Reserve Police Force (Regular) and Central 
Reserve Police Force (Auxiliary).

Indo-Tibetan Border Police
The Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) is a border patrol organization 
of India deployed along its borders with Tibet Autonomous Region. It is 
one of the seven Central Armed Police Forces, established in 1962 in 
the aftermath of the Sino-Indian War of 1962.

National Security Guard
The National Security Guard (NSG), commonly known as Black Cats, 
is a counter-terrorism unit of India under the Ministry of Home Affairs. 
It was founded on 16 October 1984, following Operation Blue Star, 
for combating terrorist activities and protect states against internal 
disturbances. Formalised in the Parliament of India under the National 
Security Guard Act, 1986. It is one of the seven Central Armed police 
forces of India.

Sashastra Seema Bal
Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB; transl. Armed border force) is a border 
guarding force of India deployed along its borders with Nepal and 
Bhutan. It is one of the seven Central Armed Police Forces under the 
administrative control of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).
The force was originally set up under the name Special Service Bureau 
in 1963 in the aftermath of the Sino-Indian War to strengthen India's 
border areas against enemy operations.

Railway Protection Force
Railway Protection Force is a security force under the ownership of 
Indian Railways, Ministry of Railways, Government of India established 
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by the Railway Protection Force Act, 1957; enacted by the Indian 
Parliament for "the better protection and security of railway property 
and passenger area". It has the power to search, arrest, investigate, 
and prosecute offenses committed under Railway Property (Unlawful 
Possession) Act 1966, The Railways Act, 1989 (amended from time to 
time). However the power of arrests under other penal laws rests in the 
hands of the Government Railway Police (GRP) of state police. The 
force is under the authority of the Indian Ministry of Railways.

National Disaster Response Force

The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is an Indian specialized 
force constituted "for the purpose of special response to a threatening 
disaster situation or disaster" under the Disaster Management Act, 
2005.   The "Apex Body for Disaster Management" in India is the 
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). The Chairman of the 
NDMA is the Prime Minister.

The responsibility of managing disasters in India is that of the State 
Government. The ‘Nodal Ministry’ in the central government for 
management of natural disasters is the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).

When 'calamities of severe nature' occur, the Central Government 
is responsible for providing aid and assistance to the affected state, 
including deploying, at the State's request, of Armed Forces, Central 
Paramilitary Forces, National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), and 
such communication, air and other assets, as are available and needed.

National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is under the National 
Disaster Management Authority. The head of the NDRF is designated 
as Director General. The Director Generals of NDRF are IPS officers 
on deputation from Indian police organizations. Director General is a 
three-star officer.

The NDRF is a top-heavy organization which in addition to the Director 
General has several Inspector Generals (IG) and Deputy IGs, who are 
flag officers and wear badges of rank.

Defence Security Corps
The Defence Security Corps (DSC), is a corps of the Indian Army 
responsible for providing security cover to the defence installations 
of the three services (Army, Navy, Air Force) and other sensitive 
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installations. The DSC troops are sanctioned and attached to various 
bases/installations to ensure protection against sabotage and pilferage. 
It is the sixth largest corps of the Army.

Currently, the major sanction of DSC troops is for the Army and Air 
force installations. The Naval units and other user agencies have a 
sizeable deployment of this force. DSC troops also provide security to 
some of the Indian Ordnance Factories, India's nuclear laboratories, 
and Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) 
establishments.

Special Protection Group

The Special Protection Group (SPG) is an agency of the Government 
of India whose sole responsibility is protecting the Prime Minister of 
India and in some cases, his or her family. It was formed in 1988 by 
an Act of the Parliament of India. The SPG protects the Prime Minister 
at all times both in India and abroad, as well as the Prime Minister's 
immediate family members residing with them at their official residence.
Family members, however, may decline security.

Previously, the SPG's mandate included protecting the Prime Minister's 
"parents, wife (sic) and children" resident anywhere in India during their 
term of office and for five years after leaving office. However, the Special 
Protection Group (Amendment) Act, 2019 reduced such mandate.[8] 
Presently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi is the only SPG protectee.

State Armed Police Forces
The State Armed Police Forces of India are the police units established 
for dealing with serious law and order situations requiring a higher level 
of armed expertise than normal. The State Armed Police Forces exist in 
addition to the ordinary police services of the various states.

The various States have different titles for their armed police units. 
In addition to the general term "Armed Police", other titles in different 
states include Special Armed Police, Armed Constabulary, Provincial 
Armed Constabulary and State Military Police. Although the titles are 
different, their organisation, weapons, equipment and tasks are broadly 
the same. The central government of India now refers to these forces 
nationwide as the State Armed Police Forces and discourages use of 
the term "paramilitary".
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Civil Defence

Civil Defence (CD) is the largest community based voluntary organisation 
being organised by Government. It was functioning in the country as 
well as in the State during World War periods. It was re-organized during 
the wake of Chinese aggression with the enactment of Defence of India 
Act, 1962. CD got the legal status with the enactment of Civil Defence 
Act (No.27), 1968 which came into force, throughout the country, since 
10th July, 1968. Rules & Regulations framed there under. It was playing 
a vital role during war emergencies. Now, mandate of Civil Defence has 
been changed from being an organisation that only prepares citizens to 
face “hostile enemy attack” to include preparing citizens in responding 
to disasters, both “natural and manmade“. While retaining its primary 
role and character, Civil Defence Corps has been assigned with an 
additional role of Disaster Management with the amendment of CD Act 
in 2009.

Home Guard

The Indian Home Guard is a volunteer tasked as an auxiliary to the 
Indian police. The Home Guards Organisation was reorganised in India 
in 1966 after the Sino-Indian War with the People's Republic of China, 
though it existed in smaller units individually in some places. Home 
Guards are recruited from various cross sections of the civil society 
such as professionals, college students, agricultural and industrial 
workers (but only to the government) etc who give their spare time for 
betterment of the community. All citizens of India, in the age group of 
18–50, are eligible. Normal tenure of membership in Home Guards is 
three to five years.
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List of all medals - Indian Army

PARAMILITARY FORCES OF INDIA

Symbol Paramilitary 
force

Active 
Strength

Governing 
Body

Area

Assam Rifles 63,747 Ministry of 
Home Affairs 
(administrative) 
Ministry of 
Defence 
(operational)

Northeast India, 
India–Myanmar 
border

Border Security 
Force

273,476 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

India–Pakistan 
border and India–
Bangladesh border

Central Industrial 
Security Force

148,371 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

Industries, 
public sector 
undertakings

Central Reserve 
Police Force

324,340 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

Counter-
insurgency and 
general elections

Indo-Tibetan 
Border Police

89,567 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

India–China border

National Security 
Guard

10,000 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

Counter-terrorism

Railway 
Protection Force

76,563 Ministry of 
Railways

Indian Railways

Sashastra 
Seema Bal

97,244 Ministry of 
Home Affairs

India–Nepal border 
and India–Bhutan 
border

Special Frontier 
Force

10,000 Cabinet 
Secretariat

Covert operations

Special 
Protection Group

3,000 Cabinet 
Secretariat

Protection of 
significant persons

Total 886,579
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11th Gorkha Rifles 1st Gorkha Rifles 4th Gorkha Rifles 8th Gorkha Rifles

AAC Army Service Corps Army Air Defence Army Aviation 
Corps

Army Education 
Corps

Army Military 
Farms

Artillery Insignia Assam Regiment

Balidaan Badge Brigade of Guards Corps of 
Military Police

Crest of 
Army Dental 

Crest of EME Current Regimental 
Cap Badge

ANNEXURE-IV

Names and symbols of the regiments in armed forces

Directorate 
of Military 

Intelligence Corps

Embelem of 
Ladakh Scouts
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Embelem of Mahar EME Crest Metal Grenadiers JAG India

Jammu and Kashmir 
Light Infantry

Kumaon Regiment Madras 
Regiment

Mahar 
Regiment

Mechanised Infantry 
Regiment Insignia

Naga 
Regiment

Parachute 
Regiment

Punjab 
Regiment

Rajputana Rifles Regiment of 
Artillery

Sikh Light 
Infantry The Grenadiers

The Jat Regiment
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ANNEXURE-V

LIST OF ALL MEDALS - Indian Army

Wartime gallantry awards

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Param Vir Chakra (PVC)

Maha Vir Chakra (MVC)

Vir Chakra (VrC)

Peacetime gallantry awards

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Ashok Chakra(AC)

Kirti Chakra (KC)

Shaurya Chakra (SC)

Wartime distinguished service medals

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Sarvottam Yudh Seva Medal (SYSM)

Uttam Yudh Seva Medal (UYSM)

Yudh Seva Medal (YSM)
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Peacetime distinguished service medals

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Param Vishisht Seva Medal (PVSM)

Ati Vishisht Seva Medal (AVSM)

Vishisht Seva Medal (VSM)

Distinguished service & gallantry medals

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Sena Medal (Army) (SM)

Nausena Medal (Navy) (NM)

Vayusena Medal (Air Force) (VM)

Service and campaign medals

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Wound Medal (Parakram Padak)

General Service Medal 1947

Samanya Seva Medal

Special Service Medal
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Samar Seva Star

Poorvi Star

Paschimi Star

Operation Vijay Star

Siachen Glacier Medal

Raksha Medal

Sangram Medal

Operation Vijay Medal

Operation Parakram Medal

Sainya Seva Medal

High Altitude Medal

Antrik Suraksha Padak

Videsh Seva Medal
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Long service awards

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Meritorious Service Medal

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal

30 Years Long Service Medal

20 Years Long Service Medal

9 Years Long Service Medal

Territorial Army Decoration

Territorial Army Medal

Independence medals

Award Symbol Name of the Award

Indian Independence Medal

75th Independence Anniversary Medal

50th Independence Anniversary Medal

25th Independence Anniversary Medal
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Sl.No. Name of the Award Award Symbol

1 Bharat Ratna

2 Param Vir Chakra

3 Ashoka Chakra

4 Padma Vibhushan

5 Padma Bhushan

6 Sarvottam Yudh Seva Medal

7 Param Vishisht Seva Medal

8 Maha Vir Chakra

9 Kirti Chakra

10 Padma Shri

11 Sarvottam Jeevan Raksha 
Padak

12 Uttam Yudh Seva Medal

13 Ati Vishisht Seva Medal

14 Vir Chakra
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Sl.No. Name of the Award Award Symbol

15 Shaurya Chakra

16 Yudh Seva Medal

Sena Medal (for army personnel)

17 Nau Sena Medal (for navy 
personnel)

Vayu Sena Medal (for air force 
personnel)

18 Vishisht Seva Medal

19 Uttam Jeevan Raksha Padak

20 Parakram Padak (Wound Medal)

21 General Service Medal 1947

22 Samanya Seva Medal - 1965

23 Special Service Medal

24 Samar Seva Star - 1965

25 Poorvi Star

26 Paschimi Star
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Sl.No. Name of the Award Award Symbol

27 Operation Vijay Star Medal

28 Siachen Glacier Medal

29 Raksha Medal – 1965

30 Sangram Medal

31 Operation Vijay Medal

32 Operation Parakram Medal

33 Sainya Seva Medal

34 High Altitude Medal

35 Videsh Seva Medal

36 Meritorious Service Medal

37 Long Service and Good Conduct 
Medal

38 Jeevan Raksha Padak

39 Territorial Army Decoration

40 Territorial Army Medal
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Sl.No. Name of the Award Award Symbol

41 Indian Independence Medal - 
1947

42 Independence Medal - 1950

43 75th Independence Anniversary 
Medal

44 50th Independence Anniversary 
Medal

45 25th Independence Anniversary 
Medal

46 30 Years Long Service Medal

47 20 Years Long Service Medal

48 9 Years Long Service Medal
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INDIAN NAVY

Indian Navy officers awarded gallantry awards

Shaurya Chakra
1. Captain Sachin Reuben Sequeira

Nao Sena Medal (Gallantry)
1. Captain Prashant Handu
2. Commander Sunil S Korti
3. Commander Bipin Panikar
4. Lt Commander Raj Krishna Manu

9 Heroes of Indian Navy
1. Cdr Milind Mohan Mokashi
2. Captain Pradeep Singh
3. Vice Admiral Krishnan
4. Captain Rajesh Dhankhar
5. Second Officer Kalyani Sen
6. Captain Mahendra Nath Mulla
7. Kunhali Marakkar
8. Rear Admiral Rishi Raj Sood
9. Commodore Babru Bhan Yadav

Who is the best navy officer in India?
The current CNS is Admiral R. Hari Kumar. The 25th Navy Chief, he 
took over from Karambir Singh, who retired on 30 November 2021 after 
four decades of service from the navy.

INDIAN AIR FORCE

List of Indian Air Force Gallantry Award winners

Param Vir Chakra
• Nirmal Jit Singh Sekhon
Maha Vir Chakra
• Wg Cdr Jag Mohan Nath (1962, 1965)
• Harcharan Singh Manget
• Air Commodore William Macdonald "Jimmy" Goodman
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Vir Chakra
• Wing Commander Amar Jit Singh Sandhu
• Jasjit Singh (IAF officer) 
• Krishan Kant Saini
• Trevor Keelor
• Denzil Keelor
• Ajay Ahuja
• Abhinandan Varthaman
• Vinod Neb (Received twice (bar to VrC). Once in 1965 and 1971.)

Ashoka Chakra
• Suhas Biswas 
• Rakesh Sharma
• Jyoti Prakash Nirala 

Kirti Chakra
• Denzil Keelor
• Dev Raj Singh Thakur
• Darryl Castelino

Shaurya Chakra
• Varun Singh (Indian Air Force Officer)
• Devendra Mehta
• Khairnar Milind Kishor
• Nilesh Kumar Nayan
• Gursewak Singh

Who is the best soldier of India?

Brigadier Sher Jang Thapa, MVC
Brigadier Sher Jung Thapa also revered as The Hero of Skardu, is 
one of the few recipients of Indian Army’s second highest gallantary 
award, the Mahavir Chakra (MVC). On 11 February 1948, Skardu was 
attacked and surrounded by the enemy of approximately 600 strong 
strength.
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ANNEXURE-VI

TOP 07 INDIAN SPECIAL FORCES IN THE WORLD

1. MARCOS
Top Special Forces India
The MARCOS (Marine Commandos), is a Special Forces Unit raised 
by the Indian Navy in the year of 1987 for Direct Actions, Special 
Reconnaissance, Amphibious Warfare and Counter-Terrorism.
The training of MARCOS is probably the most stringent in the world 
with the commandos being tested for the Physical & Mental Toughness.
Also MARCOS are termed as the “Dadiwala Fauj” , meaning the 
“Bearded Army” by terrorists because of their bearded disguise in civil 
areas.

2. National Security Guard
Top Special Forces India
The National Security Guard is India’s premier Counter-Terrorist Force.
The NSG provides security to VIPs, conducts Anti-Sabotage checks 
and is responsible for neutralising terrorist threats to vital installations 
of the country.
The selection process has a drop out rate of about 70–80 %. The 7500 
personnel of NSG is evenly divided between the Special Action Group 
(SAG) and the Special Rangers Group (SRG).

3. Para SF
Top Special Forces India
The Para SF(Special Forces) was raised by the Indian Army in the year 
of 1966.
The Para Commandos are part of the Highly-Trained Parachute 
Regiment of the Indian Army and are the largest part of the Special 
Forces Units of India.
The main aim of a Parachute Regiment is a quick deployment of soldiers 
behind enemy lines to attack the enemy from behind and destroy their 
first line of defence.

4. Garud Commando Force
Top Special Forces India
The Garud Commando Force is the Special Forces unit of the Indian Air 
Force raised in the year of 2004.
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The training for being a Garud is the longest among all the Indian Special 
Forces. The total duration of training before a trainee can qualify as a 
fully operational Garud Commando is 03 Years.
The Garud Commando Force is the youngest Special Force of the 
services
Moreover, It is entrusted with the duty of protecting critical Air Force 
bases, carrying out rescue operation during calamities and successive 
missions in support of air operations.

5. Ghatak Force

Ghatak Special Forces India
The Ghatak Force is an infantry platoon goes for the kill and spearheads 
strikes ahead of a battalion.
Every infantry battalion in the Indian Army has one platoon and only 
the most physically fit and motivated soldiers make it to the Ghatak 
Platoon.
Also, the Ghatak Soldiers are well-trained, superiorly armed and 
equipped to handle situations like Terror Strikes, Hostage Situations, 
Counter Terrorism and Counter Insurgency Operations.

6. COBRA

Cobra Commando India
The COBRA (Commando Battalion for Resolute Action) is a specialised 
unit of the CRPF (Central Reserve Police Force) developed to counter 
Naxalism in India. It’s one of the few Indian special forces that’s 
exclusively trained in Guerrilla Warfare.
COBRA has successfully ejected out a number of Naxalite Groups from 
India.

7. Special Frontier Force

Special Frontier Force
The Special Frontier Force was raised by the Indian Army in the year of 
1962 as a Special Force
Most of all it’s purpose was covert operations behind Chinese lines in 
the event of another war with China.
Further, the SFF operates under India’s external intelligence agency 
RAW (Research and Analysis Wing).
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Moreover, it reports directly to the Prime Minister via the Directorate 
General of Security in the Cabinet Secretariat.

ANNEXURE-VII

War Heroes of India

Ø Captain Anuj Nayyar
Ø Colonel Neelakantan Jayachandran Nair
Ø Brigadier Kuldip Singh Chandpuri
Ø Rifleman Jaswant Singh Rawat
Ø Arun Kumar Vaidya
Ø Nand Singh
Ø Major Sandeep Unnikrishnan
Ø Captain Mahendra Nath Mulla
Ø Major Stringer Lawrence
Ø The Father of Indian Navy - Maratha Emperor Chatrapathi Shivaji 

ANNEXURE-VIII

List of Medals and their names.

Sl. 
No. List of Medals Name of the Medal

1 Indian Independence Medal

2 Ashoka chakra

3 Ati-vishisht Seva Medal
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4 Bharat Ratna Award

5 General Service Medal

6 Kirti Chakra Medal

7 Mahavir Chakra

8 Nao-sena Medal

9 Operation Vijay Medal

10 Op-Parakram Medal

11 Op-Vijay-Star
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12 Padma Vibhushan

13 Padma Bhushan India IIe Klasse

14 Padma Shri India IIIe Klasse

15 Param Vir Chakra - Front and Back

16 Param Vishisht Seva Medal

17 Paschimi Star Medal

18 Poorvi Star Medal
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19 Samanya Seva Medal-1965

20 Samar Seva Star

21 Sangram Medal

22 Sarvottam Yuddh Seva Medal

23 Sena Medal

24 Shaurya Chakra

25 Siachen Glacier Medal
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26 Special Seva Medal

27 Uttam Yuddh Seva Medal

28 Vayusena Medal

29 Videsh Seva Medal

30 Vir-chakra

31 Vishisht Seva Medal

32 Yuddh Seva Medal
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REGIMENTS

INDIAN ARMY
Ø Motto: Service Before Self.
Ø War Cry: Jai Hind, Bharat Mata Ki Jai, Vande Mataram.
Ø One of the strongest and biggest armies in the world.
Ø Current Chief: General Manoj Mukund Naravane
Ø President is the Supreme Commander of the Indian Army.
Ø There are 6 major commands in the Indian Army.

MADRAS REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Swadharme Nidhanam Shreyaha (It is a glory to die doing 
one’s duty)
Ø War Cry: Veera Madrassi, Adi Kollu, Adi Kollu (Brave Madrassi, 
Strike and Kill, Strike and Kill!)
Ø Regimental Centre: Wellington, Tamil Nadu
Ø Active From: 1758.

THE BRIGADE OF THE GUARDS
Ø Motto: Pehla Hamesha Pehla (First Always First)
Ø War Cry: “Garud ka hun bol pyare” (I am the son of Garuda, Say O 
my friend)
Ø Regimental Centre: Kamptee, Maharashtra
Ø Active From: 1948.

MECHANISED INFANTRY REGIMENT
Ø Motto: Valour and faith
Ø War Cry: Bolo Bharat Mata ki jai
Ø Regimental Centre: Ahmednagar, Maharashtra
Ø Active From: 1979

RAJPUTANA RIFLES
Ø Motto: “Veer bhogya vasundhara” (The brave shall inherit the earth)
Ø War Cry: “Raja Ramachandra ki jai” (Victory to King Ramachandra)
Ø Regimental Centre: Delhi Cantonment
Ø Active From: 1775
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RAJPUT REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Sarvatra vijay” (Victory everywhere)
Ø War Cry: “Bol Bajrang Bali Ki jai” (Say victory to Lord Hanuman)
Ø Regimental Centre: Fatehgarh, Uttar Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1778

DOGRA REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Kartavyam anvatma” (Duty before death)
Ø War Cry: “Jawala Mata ki jai” (Victory to Goddess Jawala)
Ø Regimental Centre: Faizabad, Uttar Pradesh 
Ø Active From: 1877

SIKH REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Nischay kar apni jeet karon” (With determination, I will be 

triumphant)
Ø War Cry: “Jo bole So Nihal, sat sri akal” (He who cries ‘God is truth’ is 

ever happy)
Ø Regimental Centre: Ramgarh Cantonment, Jharkhand
Ø Active From: 1846

SIKH LIGHT INFANTRY
Ø Motto: “Deg teg fateh” (Prosperity in peace and victory in war)
Ø War Cry: “Jo bole So Nihal, sat sri akal” (He who cries ‘God is truth’ is 

ever happy)
Ø Regimental Centre: Fatehgarh, Uttar Pradesh  
Ø Active From: 1944

JAT REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Sangathan va veerta” (Unity and Valour)
Ø War Cry: “Jat balwan, jai bhagwan” (The Jat is strong, victory to God)
Ø Regimental Centre: Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1795

PARACHUTE REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Shatrujeet” (The conqueror)
Ø War Cry: “Balidan Param Dharma” (Sacrifice Before Duty)
Ø Regimental Centre: Bengaluru, Karnataka
Ø Active From: 1945

PUNJAB REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Sthal wa jal” (“by land and sea”)
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Ø War Cry: “Jo bole So Nihal, sat sri akal” (“he who cries ‘God is truth’ is 
ever happy”); “Bol Jawala Ma ki jai“ (Say victory to Goddess Jawala)

Ø Regimental Centre: Ramgarh Cantonment, Jharkhand 
Ø Active From: 1757

THE GRENADIERS
Ø Motto: “Naam Namak Nishaan”
Ø War Cry: “Sarvada Shaktishali” (Ever Powerful)
Ø Regimental Centre: Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1778.

THE MARATHA LIGHT INFANTRY REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Duty, honour, courage”
Ø War Cry: “Bolo Shri Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj ki jai” (Say victory to 

Emperor Shivaji).
Ø Regimental Centre: Belgaum, Karnataka
Ø Active From: 1768.

GARHWAL RIFLES
Ø Motto: “Yudhaya Krit Nishchaya” (Fight with Determination)
Ø War Cry: “Badri Vishal Lal Ki Jai” (Victory to the Sons of Lord Badri 

Nath)
Ø Regimental Centre: Lansdowne, Uttarakhand
Ø Active From: 1887.

THE KUMAON REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Parakramo Vijayate” (Valour Triumphs)
Ø War Cry: “Kalika Mata Ki Jai” (Victory to the Great Goddess Kali)
Ø Regimental Centre: Ranikhet, Uttarakhand
Ø Active From: 1813.

ASSAM REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Assam vikram” (“unique valour”)
Ø War Cry: “Rhino Charge”
Ø Regimental Centre: Happy Valley, Shillong, Meghalaya.
Ø Active From: 1941.

THE BIHAR REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Karam Hi Dharam” (Work is Worship)
Ø War Cry: “Jai Bajrangbali” (Victory to Lord Hanuman / Bajrangbali)
Ø Regimental Centre: Danapur Cantonment, Patna, Bihar
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Ø Active From: 1941

THE MAHAR REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Yash Siddhi” (Success & Attainment)
Ø War Cry: “Bolo Hindustan Ki Jay” (Say Victory to India)
Ø Regimental Centre: Saugor, Madhya Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1941.

THE JAMMU AND KASHMIR RIFLES
Ø Motto: “Prashata Ranvirta” (Valour in Battle is Praiseworthy)
Ø War Cry: “Durga Mata Ki Jai” (Victory to Goddess Durga)
Ø Regimental Centre: Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1821.

JAMMU & KASHMIR LIGHT INFANTRY REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Balidanam Vir Lakshanam” (Sacrifice is a characteristic of the 

Brave)
Ø War Cry: “Bharat Mata Ki Jai” (Victory to Mother India)
Ø Regimental Centre: Awantipora, J&K.
Ø Active From: 1947.

NAGA REGIMENT
Ø Motto: “Parakramo Vijayate” (Valour triumphs)
Ø War Cry: “Jai Durga Naga” (Hail Durga Naga)
Ø Regimental Centre: Ranikhet, Uttarakhand
Ø Active From: 1970.

THE GORKHA REGIMENTS
Ø Motto: Different for various Regiments.
Ø War Cry: “Jai Mahakali Ayo Gorkhali” (Hail goddess Kali, the Gorkhas 

are here)

LADAKH SCOUTS
Ø Nick name: “Snow Warriors or Snow Tigers”
Ø War Cry: “Ki ki so so Lhargyalo” (Victory to God)
Ø Regimental Centre: Leh, Ladakh
Ø Active From: 1963.

ARUNACHAL SCOUTS
Ø Protectors of the Indo-Chinese border
Ø Training along with the Assam Rifles Regiment.
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Ø Regimental Centre: Happy Valley, Shillong, Meghalaya.
Ø Active From: 2010.

DOGRA SCOUTS
Ø Secure Indo-China border in the state of Himachal Pradesh at altitudes 

of 14000 feet.
Ø Regimental Centre: Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh
Ø Active From: 1964.

SIKKIM SCOUTS
Ø This regiment is affiliated with the 11th Gorkha Rifles, and use their 

insignia and flag, with the addition of the words “Sikkim Scouts”.
Ø Regimental Centre: Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Ø Active From: 2013.

THE REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY
Ø Motto: “Sarvatra Izzat-o-Iqbal” (Everywhere with Honour and Glory)
Ø War Cry: “Bharat Mata ki Jai” (Victory to Mother India)
Ø Regimental Centre: Nashik, Maharashtra
Ø Active From: 1827

ARMY AIR DEFENCE REGIMENTS
Ø Motto: “Akashe Shatrun Jahi” (Kill the Enemy in the Sky)
Ø War Cry: “Bharat Mata ki Jai” (Victory to Mother India)
Ø Army Air Defence College: Gopalpur Military Station, Odisha.
Ø Active From: 1939.

ARMOURED CORPS REGIMENTS
Ø Armoured Corps currently consists of 67 armoured regiments, including 

the President’s Bodyguards.
Ø Armoured Corps School and Centre: Ahmednagar, Maharashtra
Ø Active From: 1947.

REGIMENTS UNDER CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Ø The Corps consists of three groups of combat engineers, namely the 

Madras Sappers, the Bengal Sappers and the Bombay Sappers. 
Ø Motto: “Sarvatra” (Everywhere)
Ø Headquarters: New Delhi, India
Ø Active From: 1777.
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